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BITHOLITHIC PEOPLE TAKE GRADING
CONTRACT AND START THE WORK
THE HOARD OF WORKS LETS THEM GO AHEAD NOW AND '
NOT TAKE AWAY THEIR CONTRACT, INASMUCH AS BIT-
ULITHIC PEOPLE HAVE TAKEN OR k'NG CONTRACTAl
FROM GARDNER' & ROBERTSON—JOINT OF POLES-BY-
.C6MPANIES CAUSES REINSTATEMENT OF CONDUIT
PRIVILEGE—OTHER BUSINESS OF IMPORTANCE.
Yesterdey afternoon during the Councilman KatterjOhn of the tight
. meeting of the board etv, ptiblic 1 Kommittete kora tile legislative
boards, met with the board of works-"soh", Superintendent 'Bradley ofl
to again tak,. up the question of en-the bitulithic company that has the tarring the city's electric light pow-
er to construct Kentucky nve-1 /muse so current could be furnish-flue andieffesson street from the end ed for aoo street corner arc illtisla-
• of the brick stree out to Ninth, ig,-I On account of the absence of the
formed the board members that the other three aldermen and councilmen
bittilittrie people bad gotiten Coistract-t on this committee, and also the ab-
ors Gembser & 'Rdbertsou to release, sence of Meslaber John G; Rincliffe. the, coveetmet the aitigiathic people, of the board of works, it was decided
made With these comrattors to take that the lighting proposition go over
.the gravel and dirt from Kentucky' until Monday afternoon when a cal-
avenue and Jefferson, so the bitulithic led .session will be held solely for. people vocatt commence spreading: thia purpose.
, their composition with which these, City Engineer Washington in-fort dthoroughfar,es tv
In informing till,.
that the bitulithie
i the grading ocntsact Gardner streets to the edge of the. Ohio river.Robertson. Mr. Bradley said that his'I ',coo feet away, so that accumulatedown concern wudtd immedhitely e,sm-I surface water gathering in the eicin-jar ay the, oyri of Third and Harrison could bespread • drained to the river. As soon as
the pipe arrives he will start men to
'
4t co work digging the deep strench in
• Inealte •Elieging a
• dirt so the bit
right way.
The bitulithic
s,irci)". 4 04, works edi the board that he had ordered t
big pipe that is to be laid under thee had taksn;ground from Third and Harrison
tract for putting thehitnlititic d'en which the mains will immediately be•on these thoroughfares, and also the laid.
contract for the storm seweer t. .. ...._..,
They then sub-lee .tsk Gardner &, Street Inspector Alonzo Elhott
Robertson the work '4 putting down' was authorised to buy from the city
the stain sewswfillt Nth dig-1 fire department aoo feet of the old
ging .up the ;nil 119p.thait is no longer fit for use in
and hantinraway As-dirt and gravel' irlitine flees, „but does well for the
Iso the bitistithic mold be put down. street department for flushing andRobertson & Gardner have been cleaning work. The Moil will
progressing so slowly with the work bought for 25 cents per foot.
that the, bitulithic people now let The street inspector was order-1them cootitthe with the. storm sewers, to give Mayor Yeiser So feet of curb-but take the grading part away from ing to taint the place of the old se • ethem, and at once start their own, removed from the rneyor'• rep" ..men to hauling away the gravel and! The street inspector Wet 4.' •Idirt Superintendent Bradley prom-
ised tbe board of works faithfully
That his company would get the en-
tire bitulithic, storm sewers, concrete
curb and gutteriegovork done inside
of sixty working days on the avenue
from Fourth to Ninth, Jefferson from
Fifth to Ninth, and Sixth. Seventh
and Ninth, from the avenue to _Pe-
terson street. •
Along this One lie also promised to
baire.,the conceme sidewalks alone on Kentucky avenue from Fifth tothese thoroughfare completed within: Ninth by agreeing to rernove all thetwoweeks after Vellbreet work was, poles standing at the edge of thecompleted. By t ese new arrange- sidewalks on this thoroughfare be-mems and agreements the board of, twcen those two • cross streetsworlds lets the bititlithic people pro-! Af:erwards it developed the companyteed with the improvement, which, did not intend taking down the poles,will not be taken away from them asi so the board revoked the right towould have resulted shortly if open- put down the conduit. Now, yes-ations had not been pushed more ex- terday the Independent company and-peat it-may. . I
Alderman Hubbard and Bell. and
to let the li'versine tissiersi ha"
loads ..of 5..4 o te tai•e*, tr
street excavver .s. the hospital direc-
tors wanting the earth to fill ep low
parts of the grottoes a: Fourth and
Cale streets. The dirt is TO be paid
for by else hospital Ispd.
Some weelo ago the Independent
telephone company secured permis-
sion from the board of works to put
its wires in an underground conduit
(Continued op IV a.)
6, Chautauqua Speakers Of Prominence













Herbert Leon Cope, the humorist,
who apepars herit duriug,h ,.aoming
chatitauqua, isioone cr4.:40,e :ogtetiest
artists in his line tbe •world Ovif. He
appears here in. matiy, parts during
, the Paducah gathering which con-
venes one wgek froin .tbnititeo* at
Isats for -ten !dais, •fer . ' -•---
Mr. Cope ciffi hatidly be labellid.
He is not merely an entertainer, mar
does he claim to be a lecfliter. Ile
is really both in Olfe: 'Every-enter-
tainment is a lectUrs and there is
a serious purpone*sk of all his fun.
Mr. Cope's style Is peculiarly his
own. He has the tare faculty of
being extremely funny without in-
sinuation or •vulgarity, or descending
to the province of the buffoon With
a deliehtful 'ebntrast of the sublime
and the ludicrous, he develops rare
entertainment out of the .tiblellittes,
Inconsistencies and excesses of hu-
man nature, taking hia models Prom
ma.j.
life. His lecture-entertainments are
a resistless medley of unadulterated
fun, solid common sense, classic
beauty and magnetic pathos, all
tinged with the philosophy and re-
ligion of life. During the past two
seasons Mr. Cope has tilled engage-
Merits in four hundred and twenty-
three different cities and•towns, and
during the summer months he ap-
peared at seventeen of the leading
Chatauquas. The demand for re-
turn engagements by Mr. Cope ex-
cels anything known In the enter-
tainment line. He has given as high
as nine return engagements to prac-
tically the same audience. It is this
continued demand for return dates
that has given him his soubriquet,
"Maker of the Smile That Won't
Come off." His record indicates it
popularity unequaled by any lecturer
RAID PRINT
• SHANTYBOATERS
All Will Be Rounded Up
and Made to Pay
  Licenstr—:
CRUSADE STARTS AT ON CE
cContinued on Page. Eight.)
JUDGE EVANS SUSTAINED
REFEREE BAGBY IN EV-
ERY POINT IN SEVERAL
LITIGATIONS
Ed Atherton Taken Back to Benton
to Stand Trial in Circuit Court
of Serious Charge.
Mr. T. A. Young, Popular Drummer
Killed in Runaway at Fort Worth
Mr. Oscar Starks, of the Starks-
Ullman Saddlery company, yesterday
morning received a letter from
Nashville, giving him the particulars
of the killing of Mr. T. A. Young,
-one --of his- travelinen -it -"Poo
Worth, Texas last Saturday.
Mr. Young traveled fur the Padu-
cah firm through TaX116 and Arkan-
sas, and Indian. Territory, and was
out in a buggy at Fort Wort calling
on his customers when the animal
became frightened and ran away. Mr.
Magistrate Charles Emery, Con-
stable A. C. Shelton and the county
attorney, Albin Barkley, have started
a crusade against the shanty boaters
of this vicinity, and will have all ar-I
rested where they fail to pay the
state license, the law providing that
every house-boat-man keeping his
floating home moored to Kentuckyi
banks shall pay a license of ls each
year.
There are about fifty shanty-boat-
ers tied to the river banks insider
McCracken county. Five have been
arrested and yesterday morning paid
their license. Now the justice has
appointed these five deputy consta-
bles so they can go with Constable
Shelton, who will be given blank
warrants. AT.it a boat, go down
the Ohic as far as Massad
creek, chides McCracken and,
Ballare sountiea. The party then
goe• up the Tennessee river as far
aa the county line. The shanty-boat-
men mad'- denoty constables will lo-
cate tht ....nee of the house-boatersi
r ble Shelton, and all will bet
an" e and brought to the city. The
tem ,,ill be made within the next dayl
or two, arrangements for it having
been made yesterday by the authori-
ties.
This license law has not been en-
forced. but will be from now ott,1
and will probably have a tendency to
weed out the many shanty boats that!
cluster in every nook along the
rivers.
Clark's river but not being able to
swim, came back to shore where hewas captured by Mk. Shelton and
brought to town and turned over to
Mr. Reeves. The accused was taken
back to Benton in the afternoon to
stand trial in the circuit court that
will be convened there next Monday
by Judge W. M. Reed.
Referee Sustained.
Judge Evans at Louisville has con-
firmed the decision of Referee E. %V.
Bagby of the local bankrupt court,
where the referee recommended that
Will , Harris, L. C. Linn and Will
Linio of the Harris and company
11 nn
rupt
e granted discharges in bank-
The creditors objected to
e. scharge and appealed to Judge
Evans who now upholds Referee
Bagby. The judge also ratified the
referee's action in overruling the
bankrupts' exceptions to the $1,aces
chins that Carter Dry Goods Co.,
had 'against Harris. The referee was
in lifurray Tuesday taking evidence
in the erase where the Christian
church claims mone-y from the Har-
ris bankrupt estate, but the referee
has not yet rendered any decision.
Judge Evans confirmed the ref-
eree's recommendation that Thomas
Reeves of Ballard coanty, and M.
G. Sale of this city, be granted dis-
charge&
tint
Trio Fined. inIrishn Penn, colored, was fined' Wine
and cost's by ;ustice Emery yesterifin
day for whipping a negress, °Ms mid marriage license was issued, thatCharles McFall and Will Harrington,
shanty-boaters. were each fined the'




Mr. David Reeves, former sheriff Court House Lights.of Marshall county, came here yes-I The cluster of electric lights areterday from Benton with a warrant burning each evening on time cepalocharging Ed Atherton, white, wit iithe county court house arid they
MI or . entices/log $14 that bad been stolen add grestfy to the beauty of the ear-and left with him. Constable Shel-1 Minding,. 'being vis?ble for mileston took the warrant, and going to, away. They are owned off about TOAndy Cooper's farm near Clark's riv-, co‘clock each night. and are appreciat-er, located Atherton who tried -to, ed by the surrotmding residents asrecapt and was chased half a mile by timey furnish brilliancy for manythe officer. Atherton leaped into tots heretofore dark in that vicinity.. •
First Meetings.
Peierce Right) goes to Murray to-
day to hold the first meeting of creds
hors in the case where William
Wayne of Faxon, Calloway county
filed a petition in bankruprey. The
creditors will elect their trustee to
look after their interests.
.At the first creditors' meeting yes-
teedgy in the John G. Cairnes' case,
James P. Sleets was elected trustee.:
Dall Around Court Home.
Thiess were pretty dull around the
house yesterday, nothing doing
e county judge's office, no suits
uted in the circuit court, while
e centnty clerk's quarters only
nark
A. J. McNeil. aged 48, and
, aged 26. both of Creal
Both have been mar-
Members of Mexican Junita
at St. Louis^ Admit Design
to Overthrow President Diaz
St. Louis, Mo, Jsne 6.—Members
of the junta of the Mexican liberal
party who say they believe they are
pc r cQn s accuaed-by-.4.1isisadoS4a45e-
Ambassador Thompson of having
incited the strike at the Greene-Con-
solidated copper mines at Ci4tinea,
Mexico, were found today at, 2645
Lafeyette avenue, where they are
publishing a paper called Regentrae-
ion. Antonio I Villareal, seeretary
of the junta, is in zharge of • the
headquarters. He admitted a desire
to overthrOW-Dias.
"We did not know that any one
in St. Louis knew we were," said
Villareal. 'Still we are not afraid.
They say we have tried to incite a
revolution. That is not true. We
have simply been printing the truth
'about the conditions at tile Greene
mines at Cananea. We have been
calling attention to the fact that the
mining company pays American
Workmen $5 a day and pays Mexi-
cans only $2.5o a day.
Desire to Overthrow Diaz.
"We have called attention to the
evils which are following the Inn-
sion of the yankees into Mexico. Wehave been making a fight for asquare deal for the Mexican la.,Irt we ViTrtintre to fight. ThisIs purely a labor fight not a revo-lution so far as we are concerned."Our great purpose is to over-throw Diaz. We shall not departfrom that purpose until the work isaccomplished. But we do not holdourselves responsible for the riot andif they want us they will find us here.We are ready and we will fight."
Greene Issues a Statement.Bisbee, An., June s.—Col. W. C.Greene, president of the Greene Con-solidated Cover company, who is at•Cananea, ilexito, sends the followingsigned statement:
To the Associated Press: Someeecounts of disturbances at Cananeavery much' exaggerated. Mexicanauthorities are giving full protectionto our interests. Work being re-sumed at mines and , smelters. ,Gen.Torres in absolute Control of situa-tion. Evidently false and maliciousreport has been extensively circulatedby interested parties for mercenary
inOt ives. W. C. GREENE.
Young was pitched out upon his head
and the skull fractured in such a
manner that the serious concussion
produced resulted shortly thereafter
in death._
"Mr.-Yoere re.;ded
and was a no.: or :hot..
of age. He was a thorough harness
and saddle man and had been work-
ing for the Starks-Ullman concern
since the first of the year.
He had a number of friends in this
city who will deeply regret to learn
of his accidental death. He was a
member of the Travelers Protective
association, and a man of family.




DECLARE THAT REPORTS OF
UNCLEAN METHODS IN
KILLING UNTRUTHFUL.
Chicago, June 6.—The packers
were mum yesterday. Wficially, they
refused to discuss the "animus" of
President Roosevelt in submitting the
Neill-Reynolds report to congress
Monday, but after several confer-
ences in the Rookery building they
decided to extend an invitation to
"the world" in general and to the
people of Chicago and vicibity in
'articular to inspect their plants and
to see for themselves whether th..
charges made against the abattoir
industry are well founded. Individ-
ually, the packing companies also ex-
tend invitations'to live-stock commis-
sion men to visit the stockyards and
form their own bpinions as to con-
ditions there. ,
The decision of' the packers to rest
on their published reply to the Neill-
Reynolds report apparently was
(breed by the implied threat of
President Roosevelt to withdraw
government inspectors from the
stockyards. The inspection is under
control of the deapronent of agricul-
ture and therefore is subject to pre-
emptory orders by President Roose-
velt. The withdrawal of government
inspection would ruin interstate and
foreign trade in meat products. This
trinfteeiready has suffered severely,
although it is claimed by the peck-
ers that the retail trade has not been
reduced materially as the result of
recent attacks.
ENTERTAINMENT
CHARMING AFFAIR AT AUDI-
- ATTORIUM LAST
EVENING.
Tonight the Commencement Exer-
cises Will Occur at The Ken-
tucky Piss,4.souse.
The closing entertainment of the
series of school affairs, was given
iast evening at the Washington huild•
it.g auditorium on West Broadway,
and attended by several hundred
loople, who were Lliarmed with the
delightful success culminating the
efforts of the sweet young graduates.
The eVent was the "CULL Day'....zer.e.„
monies o the graduating class, and
those taking part acquitted them-
selves most creditably, amid the
merited plaudits aceorded each.
This evening the commencement
exercises occur at The Kentucky
theatre, to which an admission of
twenty-five cents will be charged.
The graduates; are: Inez Bell, Caro-
line Hain, Elsie Hoewitscher, Enema
Mayer, Louise Jaynes, Coca Richard,-
son, Lillie Mayer* Sutherland, Nellie
Schwab, Bessie Seyersour, Mabel C
Mitchell, Blanche Mooney, Marie
'Wilcox, Ella Wilhelm, Florence
Weaver, Thomas Wooldridge, Will




Barcelona, Spain, June 3.--;Delayed
by the Censor—A number of avarch-
ists, including the director- of the
Modern school, have bees arrested
t
here on suspicion oi complicity in
the bomb outrage of May 31 at Mad-
a












The Members Are Working on Many
Progressive Ideas tind vim Ef-
fect Much Good for Padu-
cah's Beauty.
President D. G. Murrell of the
board of public park commissioners,
and the other members of that body,
have started a norther of read estate
dealers out getting options from peo-
ple owning property on South Tenth
between Kentucky avenue and Jack-
son street in order to see how much
a strip of the gorund on each side
can be bought for that Tenth street
can be widened to too teet and 'there-
by converted into a handsome boule-
vard. To this end, the commissioners
have been working for sveral weeks
quietly. The 'Parties getting the op-
tions will complete their work short-
ly, at which time elle commissioners
will meet and compile a report to
he submitted to the legislative au-
thorities, along with recommenda-
tions
At present Tenth street from Jack-
son to the end of the former thor-
oughfare is over too feet in width,
and -has been since the highway was
laid out some years since. Now the
park commissioners want it made
that wide between Jackson and. Ken
'tricky avenue, and over to Broadway
if possible, so as to make a wide
and handsome driveway through the
entire southern portion of the com•
munity.
President Murrell yesterday :•x
pressed the belief that it would take
over $to,000 to buy enough ground
from the abutting propery owners te
made it the desired width frees the
avenue.' ot Seoadiway to Jackson, and
that if they can get the legislative
board to do this, the commissioners
can have pieced in the center of the
thorough fare a sendl park running
the entire "len.% of Tenth, rows of
trees being put -on each side of the
water, wlidisebeantifal graveled drive-
ways Can be laid out between the
center .and 1.* pavements on ea*
side, and the highway thereby made
a beagtiful drive.
Ten's never been opened be-
tween Brosilwey and Kentucky ave-
nue, apt #11
enough groundrra shay foot street
ds have bought
connecting thew two thoroughfares.
The comminsioners wanted them to
purchase ceough for moo feet width
'but the authorities deemed it inadvis-
able lust at present..
If the legislative1ifficers look fav-
orably upon the idea of the park
commissioners, nothing can be done
this year towards buying the proper-
ty sufficient for widening the street,
as no Mangy was appropriated foe
this purposi When the appropriation
ordinances .were adopted the first of
this year, therefore the movement
cannot be successfully carried
'through until the appropriations are
taken op next January tor the goy
The commissioners have a number
of good ideas they are working out
for beautifying the city. but this year
can only get their plans into definite
shapetatid-rheieetniesatntil the hoards
allow them money next January.
TO PROBE ELECTION FRAUD.
Special Grand jury to, Invaded"
Denver League Charges.
Denver, Col., June 6.—Jedsre John
I. Wiest ist-dies ttlitrict court tochy
granted the petition of the honest
election league praying for the cal-
ling of a grand jury to investigate
the alleged frauds prpertrated by the
Denver public utility corporations in
the interests of Certain franchises al
the election held on May t5 last
Mise Lida Mitinson, stenographer
for Hendrick, Miller and Marble,
goes to Tier old home in Mississippi







NOTHING HEARD FOR A
• WEEK OR TWO FROM
AttVORD.
Believed That His Preliminaries Will
be Done so he can Return by
Last of Month.
City Engineer Washington has not
heard from Civil Engineer Alvord of
Chicago for a week or two now, and
yesterday announced that if he did
not receive some communication
within the next dew days he would
write_ She__ Chicagoan to _find. out haw
work is progressing on the plans and
specifications being gotten up by
that outsider for the new sanitnry
sewerage dis,taictsiin this city.
Mr. Alvord's man was here some
weeks ago and got all his surface
grades, etc., necessary for the prelimi-
nary drawings, and then returned to
Chicago where they remain while
sketching off the drawings that will
show how far out the new system
can be extended. Ascertaining this,
lie returns Isere with his force to get
the final grades. It is thought he
will be ready to come back by the
last week of this month, as City En-
gineer Washington is hurrying him
tip as rapidly as possible in order
that the contracts can be let , this




Streaks of Fire Flashed Through
the Rooms and Building Was
Gerdled by Fluid.
The Mayfield Messenger, spea
of the electrical storm there Mon
says:
Mr. W. M. Price and Bob
of Mayfield, were at the. horn
Otto Allfield near Ilryorsburg,
the storm came up.
Mr. Price says streaks of fire flash-
ed throughout the house in all direc-
tions. On examining the outside of
the house it was discovered that sev-
eral bricks were knocked from the•
.chienney and several planks from the
aide of the house. Black spots were
in various places as if it bad been
scorched. The streaks of lightning
it •seems went entirely around the
license, but strange to sa
shoeleed in the slightest
that a blister was made






McCracken Circuit Court. George D.
Heyraan, etc., Plaintiffs, vs. Eduity,
Nathan Heyman, etc. defendants.
Ordepod that this action be referr
ed to Cecil Reed Master Comtnis-
eioner sf the NT .Cracken Circuit
Court to take proof of assets and
liabilities of the estate of Rosa Hey-
-man, deceased, and all persons hav-
ing claims' against said estate are re-
quired to properly verify and file the
same before said commissioner, on
oe before the 1st day of the nexit
September term of said court, or they,
will be forever barred from assert-
ing any claim against the assets in
the hands of Nathan Heyman, execu-
ter of said estate nnadministered,
and all perrons are hereby enjoined
end restrained from collecting their
claims against said estate excerft
through this suit, and it is ordered
that this order be published in the
Paducah Deily Register as required
by law.
Given under any hand, as clerk of










J. A. 'MILLER. Cleric.
By'W. C. KIDD, 13.-C.
ICY BURKETT, Attorney.
MASONIC LODGE
ns Received, Applicants Elect.
and Membership Bought.
the meeting Tuesday evenirtg,
ain City 'Lodge of Masons three
tions for initiation were received,
applicants elected, the first de- Of
e conferred upon -one candidate
ile a life tnembereitip was bought
the Old Meeops' Home at Shelby-
lie, Ky. figures include tea and coffee. In
other words, our drink bill is one-













as it Arrives He will
Rate -Isto Valuations
Start Collections.
Sheriff John W. Ogilvie has writ-
ten to the state auditor at Frankfort
requesting that official notice be sent
hare to the effect that the state
board of equalizaion had allowed to
remain the assessment put upon this
-city and -county property-for -county
and state tax purposes. The state
board has decided not to make any
raise in the valuation, but official
notice to this effect has never been
sent to the sheriff by the auditor,
and the sheriff is not supposed to rely
upon the telegraphic dispatches, but
await this written notice.
NI/r. Ogilvie and his deputies have
nearly finished copying into their col-
lection books the list of names and
property owned by everybody in this
city and county, He will complete
this undertaking at which he and the
force have been working for several
eeks, when the state auditor certi-
les in writing to the telegraphic no-
tice of no raise in the recapitulation,
the sheriff will compute the rate of
taxation into value of the property,
and arriving at what everybody owes,
commence the collections.
Sheriff Ogilvie has received word
from many sheriffs of surrounding
counties and they state they have
been collecting taxes for the past two
or three weeks.
TO SAVE COST OF ICE
Put Ice Cream Freezer in Fireless
Stove—Device Hememade.
The fireless stove, or hay box, is
a long-established fact abroad, but
in our country its use is new to most
housekeepers.
A practical fireless stove is made
out of an old trunk filled with clean,
fresh hay. Here the housewife packs
her soup and vegetables, and even
her meat for dinner,• after she has
brought the food to the proper de-
gree of heat on the kitchen range or
gas stove. Each article of food is
put in a tightly covered kettle or bak-
ing dish and set in a nest in the hay.
A layer of hay is covered over the
kettles and the trunk lid is shut.
After from four to eight hours the
lzdy can return, unpack her trunk
and find a hot, perfectly cooked din-
tier ready to set on the table.
It seemed like a fairy story at first
but even the feminine mind at last
grasped the. idea. If rice is put in
boiling water and boiled for three
minutes there is heat enogh in the
rice and water to cook the Tice if
the dish is -put in the bay box, where
the heat is retained. After this had
become perfectly clear by continual
demonstration the feminine mind
went one step further.,
‘Vhy not apply this system to t
ice cream freezer? 14 the cold ca
he kept in the freezer the ice will
not have to be renewed. The con-
stant renewing of ice is what makes
the work tedious. The philosopher
had one of the -"self-freezing" freez-
ers. They are the kind that do not
have to be turned by a crank, but
need constant additions of salt and
ice. They only live up to their name
When they .are need in the hay box.
Pack the freezer snugly in the old
trunk, remove the lei now and then
to stir the cream, and with due suply
of ice you can make perfect ice cream
:n the hottest weather. A hay box
can be made to work equally well
for a freezer with a crank, if a place
is cut in the aide of the box to let
the handle turn thriugh.
Our National Drink Bill.
Statistics published by the Ameri-
can Grocer., drawn from the internal
reetnie records, show that since :got
the cost of stimulating beverages con-







$7,273,212.386 to $1,548,7°8.307 in 1905
a gain of 21 2-3 per cent, l)uring
the same periid the poptdation in-
creased frim 77,647,000 to $3,143,000,






Isom Majors, Colored, Held to the
Grand Jury on Charge of
Stealing Pantaloons.
Charles I,everter, colored, was ar-
rzigned before Judge Sanders in the
police court again yesterday morning
and there was then continued until
today the warrant charging him with
detaining Alline Hare of Seventh and
Loyd, against her will. She claims
she awoke and found. him standing
at her window during the night and
when she approached the window he
tried to pull her through.
Isom Majors was held to the grand
jury in $300 bond on the charge of
stealing several pairs of breeches
from former sheriff Lee Potter, and
selling them to Judge Bradley, col-
ored, by claiming they were his prop-
erty.
Until today was postponed the dis-
orderly conduct charge aginst Ras
Campbell, colored, who was caught
prowling around homes of people
about Seventh and Broadway.
Jim Jackson, colored, was held to
the grand jury in $3oo bond on the
charge of cutting Charles Nash, col-
ored, at Ninth and Trimble streets
last Saturday night during a fight.
Clyde Greenway was held to the
grand jury op the charge of cutting
George Fort down about Rowland-
town last Saturday night (hiring a
fight.
Ed Cox was fined $5 for smacking
his wife, while Asbury McCoy was
fined $5 for smacking a Court street
woipan. Will Blanchard was fined
$1 /for being drunk and disorderly
and Joe Quinn $i and costs for being
drunk.
Until Monday was continued the
disorderly conduct charge against
Matt Miller.
John Iseman, was fined $5 and c0st.3
for a breach of ordinance
DENIES FLING AT GERMANS
English Lecturer Says He Did Not
Mean to Offer Insult.
Chicago. June 64—Tennyson Smith,
the English temperance lecturer who
is conducting a crusade against the
liquor traffic in 'Chicago, last night
made an apology to the members of
the congregation of the Grace Metho-
dist Episcopal church, La Salle
avenue and Locust street. for the re-
marks made in his speech Monday
night in the meeting hall of the
church in which he characterized the
(iermans as "beer guzzlers" and de-
clared the American people should
unite in a movement to send them
back to Germany.
''I did not mean my remarks to
be taken personally by members of
the congregation," said the lecturer,
"as they were not made in that
spirit. I admit that in speaking I
become enthusiastic over the sub-
ject in hand and say many tlUngs
in my haste which may be construed
otherwise than I intend. The re-
proof of Rev. John Thompson, your
pastor, was made in the right spirit
and 1 appreciate the courteous man-
lier in which he pointed out my mis-
take."
tion of our entire farm products. The.
-ltdeve -York-- lane 15-.---W1uen con. per. eapitir expendittire for etirtmlating
greesbhas disposed of the -beef scan- lieverages fir the year ending June
dais it may be called upon to con- 130, toos, was $18.63, or $r3.te for
eider the peek-a-boo waist. i each family of five persons. Of this
Rev. Fkather M. Schomer of the cost of tea, coffee and cocoa wait
Rochester, Pa., who Interrupted his $2.613, leaving $(5.95 for alcoholic
sermon at St. Cecilia's Roman Catho-i stimulants. England's drink bill still
lie church last Sunday to order two !costs each inhabitant something over
women in peek-a-boo waists from Sio. The average for male chiming
the building, has created a precedent. over fifteen in Germany is $37.36,
ye told - hie parishioners to go bonsai
and take off thise ;`bathing suits," The governor of Herat has present-
adding "this is a chnrch, not a eel the following report to the Anti?'
lathing hotise." • 'of Afghanistan: "The behavior of
The attention of the purity organ- the army is satisfactory, and there
i.eitione is thee pointedly directed to have been no cause of serious crime/ FOR RENT.
a threatening evil, and legislation :The _Herat army now says its prayers Buildings Nos. 2o6 and 208 Broad-
may presently be demanded to pre- five times a day, and the men are way. Will improve to order for
scribe the member and siee of s becoming pukka (very good) Ktiastil. satisfactory tenant. Apply to J. P., jaato
boles in Qs, "lipittig" jgglate„ MO. ,,,,,...._ , :—.. — — „ I . - 4 SMIZtli ggxecut"._
i .
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CANFIELD MUST PAY LAWYER
— —
Jury Gives Delahunty Verdict for
$45.094 Against Gambler.
New York. June 5.—Eve-y penny
claimed by John Delahunty as his fee
for preventing I)istrict Attorney
Jerome through loos and 1903 from
sending Richard Canfield to jail and
for collecting $130oboo on $30ee000
worth of notes signed by Reginald
C. Vanderbilt must be paid by the
gamester. And Canfield will pay up.
The jury in the CaSt this afternoon
returned a verdict _giving Delahunty
the full amount of his claim for ser-
vices as counsel for the ambler.
This means that Canfield must pay
$45,09440, the etnri claimed by Mr.
Delahunty, together With interest,
which will bring the total sip to more
than $48,000.
The verdict was not a surprise to
Mr. Delahunty and his lawyer, Ed-
mund L Mooney, Fut it seemed to
be somewhat of a shock to C.anfield's
lawyer,- H. 5-.• lefarehall, v.-ba made
the customary motion for a St ay Of
execution for thirty days and leave
to ask for a new trial within i.sixty
days, which were granted by the
court.
Cause and Effect.
Said the married man with a sigh,
"l've got a good mouth for piegh;
Rift I get pains and aches
Eating those my wife maches—








Hon. Hal S. Corbett and Grand
Master Clements Will Be Main
Lovelaceville Speakers.
•
Yesterday there was awarded to
Rudolph Streit, the contract to furn-
ish the edibles for the barbecue to
be given at Wallace Park June 19th,
which is the "Home Coming" day
set for this city, and at which time
there will be gotten here as many 44
possible of - the former Paducahans
who have moved to other sections of
the country to reside.
He will he ready to supply the de-
mands of as large a crowd as is to
be accommodated, and the feast will
be one of those old fashioned bar-
becues that are such sources of
relish and enjoyment to everybody.
The date of the "Home Coming" is
during the spring chautauqua and the
rospects are for a large crowd.
Lovelaceville Meeting.
Dr. Baker of Lovelaceville is in
the city, and yesterday said they were
preparing for a big Occasion St.
John's day, June 23 at which time
;he Masons and Odd Fellows will
celebrate jointly at Lovelaceville.
Two of the main speakers for the
occasion -will be Hon. Hal S. Corbett
the eloquent attorney of this city,
end Hon. Wm. Clements, the grand
master for Odd Fellows of :he
state of Kentucky.
St. John's day comes on the aath
of June, but on account of that be-
ing Sunday, the celebrations will be




(Continued From First Page.)
electric light company agreed to use
the same poles for their wires on
Kentucky avenue from Seventh to
Ninth, and Jefferson from Sixth to
Ninth, where the' bitulitliic work is
to he laid. This agreement being
made, the board reinstated the con-
dent right which means it can now
he laid..
People owning property on Palm
street. near Rowland-town. asked the
• ard to order the water -ompany to
extend its mains along that thorough-
fare. Thal erect is not graveled,
met the property owner' agreed to
inetensnify the mtmicipality against
any possible loss, if the ,main was
ordered extenokd, and al--o promieed
to gravel the street, but the board
refused until after the elo'et is (led-
iftted to the city and 1..-1 in an im-
proved condition.
Engineer Washington submitted
his drawings to the to 'rd fir the
concrete culvert to take' 'ho place of
the old wood bridge et—ening Cross
creek on Caldwell street. The plans
cal for a suet-tore to cost about
$2.500. and it was ordered that bids
be advertised for and , pened June
20th. so the contract can be let and
work performed.
The city engineer wanted cli
theme o. enbstituto stene curb and
glittering along First street fron
Broadway to Kentucky avenue, when
that thoroughfare is reconstructed
this summer, but the board refused,
ordering that the C911Cfete be iltiliZed
it,; originally- outlined.
Street Inspecor Elliott was direct
od to put fencing at the edge of th
fill along Broadway just beyond
Fountain avenue so as to preven
Anyone driving or falling over the
steep side.
General Manager Bleecker of the
co$npany livae given auelhority
to put new gas mains down under
'Ninth from Broadway to Jefferson
street. he agreeing to give a bond
Ito maintain properly and keep in
-parttarr-trt
the bitolithic h-e has taken op at
Ninth and Broadway in digging the
trenches.
The board decided to leave open
until the next meeting the qttestion
of buying Squire Sear"' property on
Bridge street where the new culvert
is being placed so surface -water can
be diverted another direction and be
prevented front flooding surrounding
land. Mr. Sears (believes the new
culvert will throw the water over
onto his place and- wants to sell it
to, the city rather than have litigation
and this propisition comes up next
week.
Thought It Might Be an Improve-
ment.
(Chicago Tribeine.)
Saloonkeeper: "Little girl, what it
it? I don't sell liquor to children."
tittle Girl: "Have you got any of
this good-natured alcohol? I want
some of it for papa."
Most of us do things nit:reit be-








Ire Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which is your time.
Underwood Typewriter Co.,
22I BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
MAIN AND FOURTH STREET, LOUISVILLE, KY.
1 CENT,. liwSrit 
ALL IT WiLL 
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em' Oil any Ivied el tersu, until you have received our complete Pr,,. Cat&
lottwite illustrating and describing every kind of high-grade and law-gnan
bielea, old patterns and latest models, and Imre of our reinarkable WV
TRICKS and woodmen' new Mears made poseibia by selling from faction
direct to rider with no naiddiesmok profile.
WE SNIP ON APPIIMISA, p•••ur • at &pm.. Pay the Freight an°
tallow 10 Days Skim TrIal and wake other liberal terms which no tithe,
home in the world will de. You will Learn everythiag mad get nini.h vain
able infarniatiso by almply writing us • pasta.
We seed • AM.r in every town and etts offer an oppertnii;t1
to make money to suitab e young mama who apply at Qom.
DO NOT ism, A etorosz
$8 0 PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES °








Pairs for Only OUT ISE AI
(CASH WITH ORDER 1114.11t)
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Rn sult of ie years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC.
TVS, PINS, NAILS. TACKS Or GLASS.
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
be -.-ulcanized like any other tire.
Two Rendre; Theesand pairs .mw in WWII ow Over
toranty-live Thousand pairs sold Mat year.
Moak* Is Wok rubber Mood
"A" and yeoman. strips *IV
mad akin rho early 'II"
Ha g4ross4 dos rutting. Van
tiro will outlast any other
nnake--1110FT. KLAaTIC nod
WY RIDING.
DeSORIPTIONs made to all /then 11 is lively and easy tiding, very durable and On-I inside
with a special quality of rubber, wtfich never becomes poems mad which doses up im•:1 reel
without allowing the air to escape. We have hundreds sr tatters from managed custumets stating
that their tires haveonly been pumped up Otte* or twice to. whole season. They weigh rn, more than
an ordiaary tire, the puncture misting qualities being given by several layers of thin, .pecially
prepared fabric on the tread. That "Holding Back- seesaws ematmenty felt when riding on asphalt
or soft roads is creettouse by the paned -Sasket Waive" trend which prevents all air from being
squeezed out between the tire and the road ihns overcoming all smoke The regular price of the•A
tires is T so per pair, but for advertising purpores we are maktng a special factory price to the rider
of only 14.1l0 per pair. All orders shipped same day letter is meNved. We ship C.0.1) on •pprovaL
You do not pay • cent until you have examined and found theta strictly as ied
FULL CAIlli WfT11 01I/J11114 enclose this advertisement. We will also send one onkel
We will • now • sash diseount oisof er cent (thereby making the price S4.55 per pair if you send
plated beam hand pump and t.ro mpatinneetal pups-tont timers on full paid otelnrs (these metal
puncture closers to be used in case of intentional knife cuts or heavy gashes). Tim to be returned
at ()UK expense if for any reason they are not satisfactory on eiraminadon.
we are erfactly reliable and money sent tout' is as safe as in • bank. Ask your Postmaster,
insiker. or Freight Agee or the Milne of this paper about int 11 you order a pair 01
these tires, you will And that they will ride easier, run fester, wear better, last longer and loot
finer than any tire you have ever used or seen at any price. We know that you will be .o well pleased
Wit when you want a bicycle yen will give us your order. We want you to mend us a small trial
order at once, hence this remediable tire offer.
bollt-up-wknals. saddles. pedals. pert* and repeflidCIOAS7ER-Biblit'Llt, everything), the bicycie nee re sold by us at half t h
prices charged by dealers and repair men. Writefor our big SUN DIE 
=cloacae.hut write us a postal today. D1.) N IUOT TRIMS OF DTIKODO Nor WAIT  Abicycle or • pair of tires from soyone until you know the new adF
wooderful offers we are making. It only costs • postal to learn everything. Write it NOW.
READ CYCLE COMPANY, Dept.01•IL" CIIICAIO• ILL
Good Morning
Did you swallow your share of dust last night? I have a full
How Nouels, Sprifildtrigget6--
etc., various grades and various p rices.
Help your neighbor keep down t he dust.
.Hann
Both Phonea atm tp South F oorth Bt., ps Kentucky AMMO,
5
41
Paducah Transfer Company '
(locos oersted.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
'handling iFreight, Machinery- 2 id and Monroe
and tiousehold Goods. Both 'Phones .







LISH ACCOUNTS OF THE
'CHICAGO SCANDAL."
_France Uses Great Quantities of
American Tinned Goods Re-
labeled to Indicate French
Manufactured.
Paris, June 6.—"The Chicago Scan-
at" is one of the headlines in every
Paris paper, and underneath it are
.articIes punctuated with such ex-
-,ciamations as "Horrible!" "In-
.famous!" and "Abominable!" Th:
/skill-Reynolds report, which is pub-
lished nearly in full in the Matin, is
looked upon as justifying the action
of the French Hygienic Society a
few days ago in obtaining a new sys-
tem of meat inspection at French
ports, if only half of it is true.
Public sentiment is roused to the
point that it advocates Ow peremp-
tory exclusion by tbe government of
Chicago products. Until the situa-
tion was changod by tha., develop-
ments of the pilaf few dart, the heads
of the army and navy cominisariat
departments were able to calm the
indignation prevailing by officially






Coal Tar. on Macadam Produces
.Nbiseless, Dustless Surface
Like Asphalt.
ngton, D. C.,. June 6.—The
successful experiments in road and
street building and maintenance by
the use of coal tar and oil, conducted
in Jackson, Tenn., and in Madison
e treated of in a bullet.in
recently issued by the Departnient ox
Agriculture. The use of coal tar in
perfecting macadam roads and
streets and on ordinary macadam
rosds, and even on graded dirt roads,
proved to be a complete success.
According to the bulletin, the office
of public roads of the department of
agriculture in the spring and summer
ot 19o5 co-operated with Mr. Sam C.
Lancaster, City Engineer of Jackson
and Chief Engineer of the Madison
county good roads .commission, in
making a series of careful experi-
ments to determine the yalue of coal
tar for the improvement of streets
and to Make tests of the utility of
crude Texas oil and several grades
from Chicago was used, there being
of its residue when applied to ma-
an . unwritten law that army supplies 
dani and earth roads.
must originate in France.
Tn.* CORNS Oa 11
The troth, however, has now conic
-out, for an investigation of the facts
made by the newspapers disclos:s
that thousands and thousands of kilo-
grams of Chicago packed beef arrive
in France annually, where it is re-
packed under French labels and dis-
tributed throughout the country as
native product. The fashionable ca-
terers of Paris, with some of whom
the correspondent has talked,
make no secret of the raot that the/
use quantities of Chicago "potte
ham" and other products.
"We must use it," said the head
-Of one establishment which has a
Monopoly of the biggest club and
private house trade. "Heretofore it
bas been considered of a better
quility than our own. Moreover,
(tome of the things the French public
•demands in our line are only pre•
cared in America. Of course, we
Tarred Streets Are Exosilent.
After more than seven months of
constant use, ncluding the winter
season of 19o5-1906, the tarred streets
and roads were still in good condi-
tion. These are hard, smooth and
resemble asphalt, except that they
show a more gritty surface. The tar
forms a part of the surface proper
and is in perfect bond with the ma-
cadam. Sections cut from the street
show that the tar has penetrated
from one to two inches, and the
tine black lines seen in the interstices
between the individual stones show
that the mechanical bond has been
reinforced by the penetration of the
tar.
A tarred street is dustless in the
aame sense that an asphalt street is
dustless, though a fine, sandy powder
wears off, as in the case of asphalt.
It can be swept or washed clean.
These streets have since been swept
shall now make a public statement regularly, and the _city government
that we do not propose ever again is in favor of treating all the streets
to serve these foods Whether all Os with tar. cleaning that would
Aletails of the Neill-Reynolds report soon ruin an ordinary road does no'
or not, it would be as muds irjure the tarred surface, as the
stones are not torn up or disturbed.
The tar itself has antiseptic proper-
ties, hence its use would be bene-
fleal both as a germicide and as a
means of securing cleanliness.
On some of the city streets the
unbound stones between the rails of
the street car tracks were covered
with tar, and this has resulted in a
hard, water-proof surface from rail
to rail. Previously the stones were
loose and troublesome from lack of
traffic. and heavy rains washed the
track out badly on the steep hillsides.
Lessens Vibrations and Noise.
In driving over a tarred macadam
toad the lessened vibration and noise
11 at once noticeable. The ordinary
macadam produces constant suc-
cession of slight jars up-
on a steel-tired wheel, and
there is a relief felt at once in
driving upon a road treated with tar.
It is also claimed by the local horse-
men that the surface is better for
horses' feet.
The endurance of the tarred roads
is yet an unsettled question, and time
will be required to determine their
value in this respect.
The bulletin gives in technical de-
tail the, methods of applying tar to
roads and streets as used in Jackson
and in the country adjacent, and it
are true
as our business is worth to continue
to serve Chicago meat products."
There is a talk of appointing a
committee in the ministry of com-
merce with the object of ascertaining
all the details 3 f France's compara-
tively small meat trade with
America.
Low Rates to the Home Coming.
On account of the Home Coming
for Kentucky, Louisville, Ky., the
Southern Railway will sell tickets
from all of its stations to Louisville
at rate of one first class fare plus
twenty-five cents for the round trip
.on June it, ta and t3, with return
:fruit of -June 23. 1906. An extension
of this limit may be obtained to leave
Louisville not later than thirty days
from date of sale, by depositing
-ticket with the joint agent and mak-
sing payment of fifty cent fee.
An elaborate programme has been
arranged and the occasion will prove
en exceedingly interesting one to all
Kentuckians. A number of special
trains have been arranged for front
St. Louis, Kansas City, Denver, Tex-
-as and other points in the west,
southwest and toutheast and a large
cumber of ex-Kentuckians will return
to their native state to visit old
friends and relatives. Home Coming may be had by persons isterestedwill be held .ALa_numbcr_of..._puissta_...n.pcus-appLiossaion-te—the- departmror
KIPLING AT THE STOCK YARDS
(From American Notes.)
I went off to see the cattle killed.
They say every Englishman goes to
the Chicago stock yards. You shall
find them six miles from the city;
and once having seen them you will
never forget the sight.
As- far as the eye can reach stret-
ches a township of cattle pens, cun-
ningly divided into blocks, so that
the animals of any pen can be speed-
ily driven out close to an inclined
timber path which leads to an ele-
vated covefed way standing high
above the pens. •.
-Theie ViarlifEfs are two-stbrie.d Oii
the upper story tramped the doomed
cattle, stolidly for the most part. On
the lower the scuffling of sharp hoofs
and multitudious yells, from the pigs,
the same end being appointed for
each.
It was to the pigs I first addressed
myself. Selecting a viaduct which
was full of them, as I could hear,
though I could not see, I marked a
somber building whereto it ran, and
went there not unalarmed by stray
cattle, which had managed to escape
from the proper quarters. A pleas-
ant' smell of brine warned me of what
was coming.
Turning a corner and not noting
an overhead arrangement of greased
rail, wheel and pulley, I came into
the arms if four evtserated carcasses,
all pure white and of a human aspect,
pushed by a man clad in vehement
red. When I leaped aside the floor
was slippery under me. Also there
was a flavor of farmyard and the
shouting of a multitude in my ekrs.
But there was no joy in their
shouting. Twelve men stood in two
lines six to a side. Between them
and overhead ran the railway of
death that had nearly shunted me
through the window. Each man car-
ried .a knife, the sleeves of his shirt
were cut off at the elbows, and from
bosom to heel he was blood red.
The asmosphere was stifling by
reason of the steam and the crowd.
I climbed to the beginning of things,
and, perched upon a narrow beam,
overlooked very nearly the pigs
ever bred in Wisconsin. They had
just shot nut of the mouth of the
viaduct and huddled together in a
throughout the state. In order to
enable those who desire to attend
these celebrations, tickets will be sold
from Louisvillle to points in Ken-
tucky on June t6, 17 and tft, to origi-
nal purchasers of round trip tickets
fo Louisville account of the Home
Coming, at rate of one first class
fare pins twenty-five .cents round
trip, minimum fifty cents, with return
limit of July 23, 1036.
For githedule and additional infor-
mation, sall on any agent of the
Southern Railway or
C. H. HUNGERFORD,
D. P. A., 234 Fourth ave.,
Louisville, Kr.
American Burned to Death.
Douglas, An., June 5.—Ed Howard
ad Santa Barbara, Cal., was probably
burned to death in the lumber yard
Ifire at Cananea. He had a position
In the company's office. Harry Mc-
Intosh, who was believed to have
perished in the fire, is safe.
Captain Rynning went to Phoenix
today, having been called upon by
Gov. Kibbey to explain his action in
leaving the territory in commanf of
the yolugters who went to Canal*.
isf agriculture. Office of public roads,
Logan Waller Page, director. The
bulletin is circular No. 47. from that
office.
Oil on Roads.
The experiments with oil made in
Jackson and vicinity were also sue-
csssful. Seven tank cars of oil,
given by some Texas and Louisiana
companies, were used. It varied in
quality from a light; crude oil to a
heavy, viscous residue from the re-
fineries. Olver seven miles of country
road and several city streets were
treated.
At first some of the lighter crude
oils were applied with a tank wagon.
Hose and brooms were used for
spreading the oil, which soaked into
the macadam very quickly and left no
coating on top. It caused the light
covering of sand which. was applied
to pack down and give the road • a
dark color. It was soon noticed that
preliminary sweeping was unneces-
sary, as the roads were practically
free from dust, and oil would pene-
trate the surface. It was later found
that it was much cheamtn ̀Ile an
.ordintray stet.' sprialeriind.
• can...headier the :AI with broNns
iwas unnecessary. The crude oil wItsSubscribe for the Deny Regiesit used cold,
large pen. Thence they were pricked
persuasively, a few at a time, into a
smaller chamber, and there a man
fixed tackle on their hinder legs, so
that they rose in the air suspended
from a railway of death.
Oh! It was then they shrieked and
called on their mothers, and made
promises of amendment, till the
tackle man punted them in their
backs and they slid head down into
a brick-floored passage, very like a
big kitchen sink, that was blood red.
There awaited them a red man
with a knife whickslaAspastsed Aunts
ily through their' throats, and the
full-voiced shriek became a splutter,
and then a fall as of heavy tropical
rain; and the red man, who was
backed against the passage wall, you
will understand, stood clear of the
w'Idly kicking hoofs and passed his
hand over his eyes, not from any
feeling of compassion, but because
the spurted blood was in his eyes,
and he had barely time to stick the
next arrival.
Then that first struck swine drop-
ped, still kicking, into a great vat of
boiling water, and spoke ni more
words, but wallowed in obedience to
seine unseen machinery, and present-
ly came forth at the lower end of the
vat, and was heaved on the blades of
s blunt paddle wheel, things which
said "Hough, hough, hough," and
scalped all the hair off him, except
what little a couple of men with
knives could remove.
Then he was again hitched by the
heels to that said railway and passed
down the line of the twelve men,
each man with a knife, losing with
each man a certain amount of his in-
dividulity, which was taken away in
a wheelbarrow, and when he reached
the last man he was very beautiful to
behold, but excessively unstuffed and
.limp.
1 The dissecting part impressed sic
'not so much as the slaying. They
& were excessively alive, these pigs.
'And then, they were so excessively
I dead, and the man in the dripping,clammy, hot passage did not seem to
care, and ere the blood of such a
I
one had ceased to foam on the floor
such another and for friends with
him had shrieked and died.
gallon of oil per square yard, with
the use of tank wagon and hose. The
cost of labor per square yard was as
follows:
Sweeping street 




Spreading sand  same
Total $03.0057
On a country road 2,000 gallons
were spread, covering 5,206 square
yards, at a rate of o.58 of a gallon
per square yard. The average haul
was one mile. Only the manure was
removed before oiling. The cost of
Labor averaged Sp,00033 per square
yard.
It took nine men thirty minutes
to spread 500 gallons. or one tank
load, and the iff-foot road was cov-
ered at the rate of 1,800 feet per
hour. With an ordinary street
sprinkler one man and team spread
one load of 600 gallons of oil in
fifteen minutes.
With the heavy residual oils it was
found necessary to apply the oil at
a degree of tempeegture approaching
the boiling point.
The light oil produced few, if any,
permanent results, although making
the road dustless for the time being.
Seven months after found the roads
darker in color, but no other benefit
was noticeable.
Heavy Oil—Dustless Streets.
The heavy oils, applied hot, pro-
duced better results, the road being
treated with this being entirely dust-
less after seven months of use, and
the oiled roads can be cleaned or
swept as well as the tarred roads.
The use of heavy oil on ordinary
earth roads. The use  of 'heavy oil on
oainary earth roads was also at-
tended by a fair degree of success.
This bulletin will be of great value
to street and road builders, and de-
serves close study. .
Mr. Lancaster is recognized as oils
of the leading road-building engineers
of the United States, and the success
of the experiments in Madison coun-
ty justify the confidence placed -
him by Secretary of Agriculture Wil-
son and the other officers of the de-
partment.
Asheville, N.C.-a-Southern Students
Conference Y. M. C. A., and Southern
Conference Y. M. C. A.—Dates o
sale June 7th, 8th and 9th, 1906, lim-
ited to Jane nth, two. Round trip
rate $15.25.
Hot Springs, Va.—Southern Hard-
ware Jobbers Association and Ameri-
can Hardware Manufactuters Asso-
ciation—Dates of sale June oft, Toth
and risk tgo6, limit June 19th.













General Baptist Association Rich-
mond, Kentucky.
On account of the General Associa-
tion of Kentucky Baptists, the South-
ern railway will sell excursion tickets
from stations on its line in Kentucky
to Richmond on June 24 and 25 with
final return limit of July 5th, isio6,
at a rate of one fare plus 25 cents
for the round trip. The Southern
Railway has two trains .daily for
Richmond, in connection with the L.
Pik N. Railroad from Versailles. It
l is expected that all of the Baptistdelegates will leave Louisville at 3:30
m. June 260, reaching Richmond
'at 8:05 p.in, same date.
If desired this train can be taken
lat Fourth avenue at 3:50 p. en. This
party will be joined by Baptists from
'Shelbyville, Lawrenceburg and other
I points en route. It is expected that
the party will be sufficiently large so
that arrangements can be made to
run coaches through from Louisville
to Richmond without change. This
' 




is a daily train. Morning train leaves
Louisville at 6:3o a. m. daily reaching
Rch
Owens-
boro and other points in the western
part of the state will also join the
party leaving Louisville on the a6th.
Tickets and additional information 
n
be 




A. R. Cook, C. P. & T. A., 234
Fourth avenue, Louisville, Ky.
C. H. Hungerford, D. P. A., 234
Fourth avenue, Louisville, Ky.
Or any agent of the Southern Rail-
way.
Nashville, Tenn.—National Sunday
School Congress and National n. Y.
12. N. Chataqua (colored)—Dates of
sale June nth and tath, rood, limit
June 3oth, 1936. Round trip rate
475.
4444.4.. • . •
_...-11116.41.11:11,../16—.1waarliia
USEFUL TO KNOW.
-1375%-saTf apptteu WWI a flannel wiii
clean an enameled bath tub which
has been stained. Wash well after-
wards.
When bookcases are to be closed
for some time sprinkle a few drops
of the oil of lavender on the shelves
to prevent the molding of the books.
Whiting and sweet oil mixed to a
paste and rubbed on silver with a
piece of flannel will brighten it.
Wipe with a soft cloth and polish
with chamois skin.
To save the fatigue usually ex-
perienced when ironing, stand on a
thick, soft mat. You will notice
that it is a great preventative of ach-
ing feet on ironing days.
An Estimate of lifenstilt.
(Robert P Skinnei "in -the Inde-
pendent.)
Menelik has created the United
States of Abyssinia, a work for
which he was endowed by Nature,
with the constructive rintelligence of
a Bismerck, ..:and• the factity for
handlitsg men of a McKinley.
King Edward is fotid of pigeon 'rac-




WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES XE WALLPA•PER THAT . r , „
IT WILL PAY YOU TO Silldiki bethisaislisla Wk.'. HAVE TOOFFER YOU.
For the next few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold elsewhere
St ao cents per roll, we will sell for
xsc per roll.
..Paper usually sold at roc we will
sell for
....Paper usually sold at 8c we will
sell at 5c.
We carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and build-
ing papers, canvass and tacks.




Steam and not Water Heating.




oaks, 106 Broadway Moms:0am 385—ResIdeaos 1696
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY'
PADUCAH REAL =2. WESTERN KENTUCKY FTA=1411.111101MILIVRA --LOTS-FOR INVESTMENT.
KONTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE UST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR a.
COG a vt VV. WISITTIEMOR,C, Piadaskts. di..
Abram L. Weil & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.




OFFICE PHONE 414-a RESIDENCE PHONE 3its,
Matti', EfingerdiN Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
180 S. THIRD BTREZT; PADUCAH, KT-
•
•
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THE REGIS CER
;AMES E. WILHELM, President.
joHN WI LHELM. Treasurer.




At Register purlatng, 523 Broadway.
II:ntered in the postoffice of Padu-
a* Ky., as second-class mail matter.
One Year-- ^ '
Six Months - 
Three Months  





Anyone failing to receive this paper
regulauty should report the matter to
The R6a.7 offitiCiff Tek-
phOne Cpsberland 3111. •
thhhea
' Thured•ap Monsing, June 7, 19e6.
an
Indict the Men With "Pulls."
ris'a judge on the right track
if'his example is followed by the
:5/Jratieteiteircuit jUdges in Kentucky
there will be a general house clean-
A telegram froming. Coy ington
says:
• Judge Shaw in his ,charge to thee 
grand jury said: "Gambling, I am
4•niforrued, is rampant in this county,
- - a number of these who have been
banished from Cinicnnati and Louis-
ville having found refuge here. Now,
these men do not come to Covington
without invitation or solicitation of
some one in Covington. There are
individuals in every county who think
the/ Atauid in with every official, who
have a 'pull' as it is , and
who imagine they are imterTmtelkfrom
iadietment This is not so. I want
especially to have you investigate
those individuals with the alleged
'pull."
This is the right kind of talk to
give the grand juries. Here in Pa-
ducah at times are conditions so var-
iance at law and decency that they
can only be accounted for by reason
of the fact that somebody has
"pull." Men who lay claims to




some of the viciousc dives and joints
in this city. What care sack men
for decency or morality so long as
they ase enahled to fill their pockets
with dollars? They are cancers on
society, and yet their dollars make
them welcome among certain people.
Let the authorities cease going after
dive keepers, and go after the men
who stantikiiind them. if thost
men have 'pulls" then let the grand
, Jae" indict them and the officers
overfw'ficim ihey exercise the unholy
influence. What is it to the good
rope Padticah to have a clean
city in .appearance and yet have it
li4Ohycombed with dives and joints
where the lewd, the vicious and the
immoral -congregate and poison the
very. moral atmosphere of the com-
munity, contaminating and corrupting
the Tooth of the
This vestien is
portanee to the welfare of Paducab
than that of sewers, perks, well kept
streets and beautiful yards. If Padu-
cah has men with ,"pulls," and pesti-
lential infliontee, the quicker the city
gets rid of them, either by exposing
them or sending them to sail, the
beteeritii:ill be for the good people.
We suppose se;:ne of the cheap
screw corporation hirelings will be
denouncing President Roosevelt as
a 'demagogue for' his exposures of
the-' packing house scandal. The
rich people are boycotting the Am-.
Iran. packing home products and
iICOJtbCjrfJfl9Urs Now
attackleer the president and says it
is spite work. The people of this
coentj'i will indorse the exposure of
tlie men who have growit rich off
(4 selling diseased meat.
What thia ounstry -needs at this
time . is men who have the k-ourage
city of both sexes.
of more vital im-
Ithat their convenience is more to the . And speaking of Oct "peek-a-boo,"
it is said that the, attention of thecity than that of two or three whole-
sale Houses. purity organizations have been cal-Again, that property
may be converted. into other uses,' led to the threatening evil, and
and no sidewalks will be there for legislation may presently be demand-
the accommodation of the public. es/ to prescribe the number and, size
Those considerations should have of the holes in a "lingerie" waist
moved -the general council to insist worn in public. Why not? In many
on sidewalks, but that body saw dif- cities the old "llSother Hubbard,"
ferently. I once so fashionable, is Prohibited for
Now the court of appeals, in al street wear, and in point of decency
decision a few days ago, decided thel the "Mother Hubbard" wrapper has,
case involving the question of run-I to use a slang .expression, but one
ning Wlashitigton stret from First particularly appropriate in this cass,
street to the river, from property! “IXor the other skinned a block."
line to property line, that the city hill
liable, and hot property owners, fort A
that portion of the street put dosvu from
where the sidewalks should ' have: with. another man who paid 
too
gone. 1-14 identical question is in-,111110 attention to his wife. Instead
volved on the very next block that is' of using a pistol he used Cayenne
to be reconstructed, yet the general' pepper to suck good purpose that
council proposes to eliminate th !man No. 2, ivill have considerabl
sidewalks in that block too. In our, difficulty in the future in 
distinguish-
. I 
ing a wornao from a wheelbarrow.
1 - •8111l. ,
opinion any citizen can restrain the
city from carrying out its intentions,1
for the reason that the portions of 
Malan, a' larsriadintia._ ..
the street dedicated for sidewalks
) (From tAe Kentucky Post.)
cannot be used as a roadway, but thel Down in the state 
metropilis,
most sensible plan for the general 
where they iire trying to have a lid
on the Sunday saloons, owing to the
hOuttetl to pursue would be to heed orders of the governor of Kentucky,
the court's decision and order side- thesaloon 'keepers are planning a
double attack. They will try to have
tne Sunday closing statutes of the
state declared invalid. ,Failing in
this, they declare their intention of
closing - up the lot and milk depots,
"The traction company came to too, and going after the printing of
Paducah for inveslement—Ito maim Sunday newspapers. They claim that
money. Did any one suppesse it these things are no more necessary
came for any other purpose. Whil en Sunday than ialoons.
the company is making money, how As the fight in Louisville will
has the city fared since the big pay doubtless be followed in other parts
rolls were turned loose?"—Padircah of the state by order of the gover-
nor, it is well to eonsider this.
The people of Paducah desire to The theary on. which saloons are
see the traction company make a legislated against is that many peo-
ple, having nothing especially to do
on the .Sabbath, arc apt to linger
long in the saloons, spend the bulk
ef their earnings there and get drunk
and disorderly by taking drink after
drink. Often it is a reasonable
theory, as 's evidenced by the Mon-
day police court dockets in every
city where thc saloons are undis-
turbed.double "the big .pay roils" that have
Now, it is hardly conceivable that
been turned, loose. In other words men deprived of their saloons would
for every dollar paid out the people hang around a milk depot all day
have been taxed two' dollars; and yet long and get indigestion by drinking
the News-Democrat as the hired or- erdless glasses of milk.
It is hardly believable that mengan of that company thinlcs the peo-
, would go to an ice depot and "brrak"pie are such darned' fools as to be- 
buying chunks of froeen
lieve any of the rot that it is dishing water. Nor is it easy to sec why a
otoe
The Washington Street Improvement city has had for years. 'third, if
Public officials as a rule do not millions were „unloeded ha. this cite,
stem to profit by experience. Thei how is it that the "eashern capital-
general council has ordered the re- ists" pay taxes on less than e200,00ehe
constructed street on Washington 
1
i See the public records. Fourth, if
between First and Second streets tot the "eastern Capitalists" unload
be extended from property line th ed millions in the city win
properrty line so that wagons may got the money? A little coterie
back right up to the doors of the of men who have posed as public
two or three houses that are to be spirited and progressive Men, and all
benctitted be', such a 'procedure. The the time they had their hands in the
sidewalks 041 that' 'block have been public treasury', robbing the people
cue out and pedestrians will be forced of this city of valuable franchises,
to wane out in the street, and run by forcing men in theeeduricil to be-
the risk of being run over by passing tray 'the people for. their personal
vehicles. Some -weeks ago The Reg- benefit and greed. Witl the News
ister pointed. out that the general Democrat please ask 'a few more
eshiltiehhesvas_ wrong_inh.ordering. the .4:mesh-tons? e
sidewalks 4iminated, and- emphasizcd'
IOUT oft expressed belief that the A Rochester, (N. Y.),. priest stop-
rights. of the pedestrians on the' teed his discourse long i enough last
erations, by pointing out that many "peek-a-boo" waists from the build-
children passed along that block car- ing, telling them to rib home and
ring dinners to workmen at the ma- take off those bathing suits." This
rifle ways, and to force them to walk was rather radical on the part of the
out in the street wouki endanger Rev. Father, but ttiere are many
their 'lives; hundreds of workmen, at s who will heartily sae'? '"anien." Such
times, are employed at the ways and. garments are more suited to the
the peanut factory and they are en-' convic opera than the House of God.
titled to sidewalks, and we believe
This is
prevent
legitirnate profit on a legitimate in-
vestment, but they do object to pay-
ing double price for light's in order t
enable that company to pay dividends
on watered stocks. ,
The vast amount that has been
squeezed out of consumers by in-
creased prices amounts to over
walks where they belong
best for the city and will
complications.
thie iesue is a communication
from "P. l'. L." which is well worth
reading, and two of the complaints
are
the






as already been attended to by tto4eesse out and_ex,pose the corrupt
' eh - ' - - board of pietlic wOikei which body,
elpeople see no harm in having themr
Methods of the rieh and powerfulopen. Other think it is the greatest.,
delis that maker's Money by question- three weeks ago ordered the street
able nwt h o dee inspector, to cease putting any but
Thai" scab Stur, the cbiej owner screened geavel on the streets.
of which- holding a fat government
at
. job by grace of President Roosevelt
will dare not to denomiti M. 'Roose-
velt as 2 demagogue, bet as the hire.
ling of the local corporations Ott
sheet does not hesitate to denotesce
melt and newspapers that endeivor th
protect the public front Yolitery at
its masters' hands. In other words
it ,is dollars and cents that the Sun
gang is .after. .When it pays to be
silent it is silent, but when it is paid
elan should purchase More. than on-
or two copies of a Sunday news-
paper. And unless the Sunday news-
paper libeled him it is hard to see
telEeeespaper jag Andrei make a
person disorderly.
In fact, tleie method of attack by
ill the liquor men will make their case
overtaxed beasts a ridiculous instead of making the law
nerve-racking noise odious.
cars. The third coin- As pointed out the other day, on
plaint alsont the gravel on the streets the subject dt Sunday closing there
is no united public opinion. Many
Louisville man has departed
the usual custom of dealing
wrong.
Enforcing the law as it is on the
statute books will simply serve to
bring matters to'a focus. If the me-
"Credit to whom it ie due. What j()ritY of the People of the state
was Paducah before castern Capital-- favor the law, it will be retained on
ists came to the city and- unloaded the books. if they oppose it the
millione?"—Pattecati News- Demo_ legislature will doubtless repeal it.
era. , it; .,411 But the way to achieve this is not
That's easy. It wee a city 
in.by attacking the ice man, the milk
man and the press.which its electric light consumers
paid from so cents to so cents for hi/hen inefloabt listen to your wife,
16 candle power lights but are now, A woman'oeidea.of a stingy 'person'
paying 75 cents to $1.00 per light for is one whoetan kefp a secret. '
the same iservitie—Thanke to the,' Every- man it wable of doing his
eastern capitaliete.•Second, Paducah best and it is tip to him to do it.
to malign and denounce, it is ready I had a superior street car service---'1 Shake the hand of some people and
to do the dirty work. And so it is, 
You can dcubtlees name a num!),
ethat given them today, aeording to
give some other people the shake
• Iwith the little individuel, hirelings 
•
pi. _the ge1vsral comment, made by the of people who !al tOo nattelt--fnclud
the annotate interests. ('tic be .the most unservicable the in yourself.
•
AGENTEEL KICK ENGINEERS SPECTACLES 
Mr. Editor:
I arn not much of a taxpayer, but
claim to be their friend, for, as ta
usual thing, they are nice, clever
people, and I take pleasure in con-
sulting and admiring with and for
them, and even in instituting in their
behalf, a dignified and manly kick
against tI4 ehtortio.ns and imposi-
tions which in this city, are heapee
like Peliou upon Os-so upon their un-
protected shoulders.
I believe, petitions 'have been, with-
out avail, presented to the councils,
the courts, etc., for relief Igainst the
oppressions inflicted, so I will ad-
dress this to the Hlumane Society.
The Humane S7aciely has aken a
noble start. !Chas arrested a negro,
and the taxpayers have great reason
to hope for great results. But the
Humane Society should not rest on
its laurels, and conclude its labors
are ended. There are respected white
men and other negroes that should
be arrested. They work two horses
where they should work four; they
trot loaded teams and lame mules
around town, all day; they jerk and
pull their animals till, in consequence
,the poor beast's tongue hangs from
his mouth all the time; they seem, to
think a pedestrian has no right to
cross the street, and go tearing like
wild, men and women in wagons,
buggies and automobiles, through
crowds of men, women and children,
who are of necessity, compelled to,
be on the streets/ occasionally; it IS
absolutely unsafe to undertake to
cross Broadwa from Second to
Sixth. 
y
Speaking of street cars, why not Other Brevities. ..1.....o.....N 
require the company to muffle them) Car Repairer Edgar Martin is Ititi-
I will venture the assertion there is fering from a split lip, caused by *
not a ciry or town in the United jack lever slielping and striking bins
States, where the street cars make, The I. C. is preparing to erect a l
there is hardly an office or a resi-
as much noise as they do in Paducah; new tin shop in the yards. and con-
in this town, 
tractors are now bidding on tite +work'
whose oerupsrnet.l_shat will be let in a week or two and
are not gradually going crazy. or. at operations started.
least distracted, on account of ' the . %teeth. Car Builder T. M Boughan
horrible, unearthly noises and racket resumed his duties yesterday, after a
produced by these cars. Statistics week's illness with malarial fever.
would, no doubt, show that nee
religion, all on account of the in-1
our, schuut SEEKS TO COLLECTpers are gradually supplantinie
Mr. 11.1CANIN RETURNED FROM
PARTICIPATING IN
GATHERING.
Mr. Quincy Wallace Today Goes to
Attend Chicago Conference of
Carmen.
Yetterday morning Engineer Joe
A. lelleCann of the I. C. returned
from hilemphis, Tenn, where he hH
been attending the International
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engine-
ees' convention for the past thirty
'days, tht-garhering testing rtntelong
and being participated in by several
hundred engineers from over the
United States and Canada. It ad-
journed Tuesday, to hold the 1908,
meeting at Columbus, Ohio.
Mr. McCann was Paducah's' .dele
gate, while Engineer Joseph Randall
was one of the arrangements WM-
mittee, both taking a prominent part
in the convention.
Carmen's Agreements.
Mr. Quincey Walace of the Broth-
erhood of Railway Carmen. goes to
Chicago today to attend the meeting
of the adjustment committee with
Wm Renshaw, and confer about the
new scale of wages, and agreements,
for the carmen 'employed over the,
the system. He is a member of the
committee which failed to. reach an
agreement last week at the helcoon,'
Tenn., meeting.
EYE GLASSES-





By Expert, Graduate Optician
Sati,k49k.th'eranteed
di: L. WO LF F,
•••
krnal. uncanny, unearthly veiceseeig,,r-Appeal Made to 
Corporation Counsel
these cars. Can the HumaneeSocietgs  Lewis in $30,000 Fee Case'
help us in this regard? Maybe hot. I 
Well then, how would it do for
- 
Robert E. Burke is now seeking to
them to try their hand* in lee mat
ter of the dirt and rocks that are the 
the $30,000 in back fees from
being gimped on our streets? 
eciity oyil inspector's office awarded
daily the appellate court de-eh




sion through the city council. Cor-
minded that this is done by tontract'potation Counsel Lewis Yesterday
possibly they may go out of their received a petition through former
way to see about it. It is aectuallly Judge William li. Barnum asking
by contract. and the city pays for itl that the controversy over the Burke
Think of it. 0. Conscript fathe& fees should not be included in the
Paducah, noted in the bietoey of **cal to be taken to the state eu-
Keneuckee for "Paducah Gravel" paWiiretne court and that Mr. Burke
srioney every day, to have rocks and should be paid the $30,000 by the
dirt dumped on her streets! It is city.
utterly ridiculous; it is fare:cal; it iel To this request Col. Lewis replied
outlandish, extravagant. monstrous, that the city will continue its appeal
prepopeterons; Of course., it iv cal-'in the case, but that Mr. Rurke hai
led gravel, but it iv nothins but dirt the right to take the matter before
and rocks, which makes all the dust the council if he wishes.
which is growing more and, more ai
nuisance, and perhaps „Add% five Per CASES AGAINST
cent to the sickness in oar midst. PACKERS
Have we not enough? Can the Ho-
mane Society stop it? Maybe not,
but if they do, they will he blessed
NAVY OFFICERS ASSAULTED
Panama Police Acused or Maltreat-
ing Americans on irahmus.
Washington. June 6.—A cablegram
received at the navy epariment from
Commander Bowyer of the cruiser
Columbia, now at Colon. confirms
the press reports of the maltreatment
by Panamn police of some of the of-
ficers and men of that ship while
they were ashore. it is said that two
young officers who interceded in be-
half of some of their meet were brut-
ally aesaulted and beaten by the
,
• Commander Bowyer states, how-
ever., that the vice governor is mak-
ing a strict investigation of the facts
and has promised to punish the
guilty partiee. meanwhile expreeing
his deep regret at the oceourance
The egiarium adhs hovsereht
the isthmus on the Columbia from
the United States have now all been
sent inland and placed in camp at
Empire and along the route of the
canal.
Superintendent Pat Halloran of
the Katterjohn Construction works
was in the city yesterday.
Many a loser eventually makes
good by making a bluff at winning.
COME UP.
Charged at Kansas City With Ac-
cepting Rebates From Rail.
roaCa.•
Kansas City, June O.—The cases of
the Armour. Swift, Cudahy and Nel-
son Morris Packing conittnies, in-
dicted last December or alleged
violations of the intOrstate commercei
law in receiving concessions from the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Rail-
road company in rates on shipment'
to New York for export, were called
in the United States district court
here Tuesday. When the present
case has been disposed of the- Bur
lington Railway will be tried on
harges of granting concessions to
hese defendants.
The cases brought to tiial today
>ear a peculiar interest among the
,everal cases yet to come up in thie
;mot of concerns and individuals
charged with various violations of
.he interstate commerce act, in which
-he right of the United S,:atee to in:
keire _Lao and _eonrrul ehoort rates_ 
oill for the first time be tried before
3 jury. Judge McPherson ie sitting
in the present cases.
When • man is
sympathy are not
the aching void.
Place th, curiosity of a wornatt
before the camera and the result, will
be' a picture of some man.
Prodigals have always
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List of new subscribers added by





2726—Howard, Geo., Res.,.W. Clay.
AM—Jackson, Della, Res., 424 N.
.3r4.
2727 -Kelley, Clarence, Res., 0'-
r.riensville.
•27o8—Edwards, Sam, Res., 1215
Jones.
2366—Levan, _W. N., Res., Kincade•
Ave.
exceeded the
DO NOT BE HASTY
In making a selection for • cornniencement gift or a wedding present
let us call your attention to a few new things we have. You must see our
beautiful line of
Niagara Falls Cut Glass
our perfect line of
High Art Hand Painted China
Some new designs in a FERN DISH. See the assortment we have
in Fancy Sterling silver pelesa••-ott r prices special for May—.Silvet
plated work at % price in knives f orks, and spoons.
Engraving free on each price. Call early for choke of selection.
Eyes Tested Free. J. A. KOnetzka, •
EYE-SEE Jewelry & Optical Co. Jeweler and Opticiaa;
313 Broadway.Qathries Old Stand.
Like other commodities telephone
service should be paid for according
to its worth and value.
We have in the city cheer sastie
subscribers or five times as many as
the Independent Co.; onside of the
city and within the county we have
63 times as many subscribers as the
Independent Co. Yet we will place
s telephone in your residence at the
same rate the Independent Co. is
supposed to charge and provide in
addition, long distance facings@
which will enable you to reach fifty
million people from your home.
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SPLENDID GAME
SMALL CROWD WAS THOR-
OUGHLY PlIZASED YES-
•





Danville 4..sio 14 .580
Viacc .14._ .5715
Paducah . 1 a -529 
Jackeonville ...,k.kti..I 14 19 -424 12.
Cairo • • • . • • .11)1404i 18 16 -529 Struck
Mattoon .........,. ...;.;13 20 .375 Hit byi
ing.
Resul2k4rt4rday. Left on bases—Jacksonville,
Paducah, 1; Jacksony le, r. Paducah, 5.
Caia7r3 Arta on, I. ,"t 'Time of game —7 .20,
Vineenites, 4; Danville, 'Unapire--Bush.





The feviians" at Wallace park yes-
tersliiY ' noon witalemed Aa spice-
did g of ball. • The 'pitchers of. •
...sg- each proved ihefamelves above
' '-• the a e, the tuarnbers of the two
sines fly displayed admirable
vies 1e opening to thi closing
of the andi; there were more
good features in the game than is
the case freetsentlai The game vas
such a _that the fans were
mgde to- a , get tire complete
throw-MiltallMir lthernoon b.eince•
t'' • Hid abg nØrc slay before been
•aaytkitik at I pike yesterday's the
grandsta not have been as
leinptyg44 It is safe to say.
.-Llaapire llitils' ' -the bossing act.
Paducah— ab r bh po a
• • • .4 1 1 2 2, .. •../...v. ...,Me lain, If.  ,4 4, onall' n
Haas, /b. - 4 0 I , 7, c,
woz44. at). ....: a 0,4) 1-,.. a.
Lloy4....J1,  - 4 0 'n IL o
Taylor, cf. 3 5 a I o
Perry,'-'ss. „ 2 0, 01 2 7
Downing, c.- 2 0 0 12 I
W'rioht, p. ., 3, 0- i o o
eo.BIG STORE
(i) BURGINIIZED
0 Thieves Got Several Hun-0
.To12111— 23 2 5 27 8 o
Inn.— 1 2 3 5 6 7 8 ea—RHE
Jack. .. 0 6 o o ora ,o 0-1 4 2
Pad. .... ..00tiod a 1'dx—a 5 o
Earned runs—Paducah, 1. .





Bases on balis—Off Wright, a.
out—By Fox, 3; by Wright;
pitched' ball—Haas, Down-
3;
htettoon Loot Through grrors..
Cairo, Ill., June 6.-1\wo erros by
King and Armstrong lost the game
for Mattoon. The features of the
game were the fettling of Illosser, of
the locals, and Jokeelmrst's pitching:
RHE





Veach Wins Per Vincennes.
Danville, Ill., June 6.—Vincennes
with the hells of •Veaela, won today's
game by a more of 4 to 1.-
lefiE
Vincennes  -4 4 140
Danville  ...t 5 2
Batteries--Chenaselt and Matteson;
Fleming and Quiesser.
not 'having resigned as was said the commissioners
41 y 4)efore. lin vas only taking an
41 day,. t'rieOsas, having deemed
tat the Nhyi wake to be an off one ant
fI'tdO fairly well after his
rest, taMeeloWlif in calling balls and
. itaikies. but wile • off at the first base
in several calks and greviously 10
when be called McLain out at first
on a slow threar of -the thitd 'base-
man who had fumbled the ball. But
he did so much better than vsua
that this mietalee was soon forgotten
Wright, the locals' new pitcher
'was in the hitt ire the first time, an
Fox,. who is no rloneh, did the sam
Work for the visitors. While 'Weigh
delightei'l the fans With his effective
delivery Fria was not far behind him.
'Each kepi the batters guessing
bee Wrigik candialy won the hoe
'armors. 14e strocie out twelve men
Charing the game and seven of thes
went down in the first five innings
The official score is worthy of /nor
than a passing notice as evidence o
- how the game we'. played.
The game was marked during the
first foow innings foe the fact that
not a man got to first base except
Haas, of the locals, and he got there
allari,'co rh being hit by.the pitcher.
e were so few scores made
doting the game that it is not worth
while 'to tell how they wee* made.
The TWO the locals secured were
earned ones and the one the visitors
got was a mere serattca. Jt 'resulted
front V.;right lotting the man to
first n
Lutshaw. several times showed up
4 disgustingly in the gain c yesterday,
behaved himself l'ke a gentleman.
He clearly desired to redeem 'himself
There was, however, evidence on the
port of another visitor to get into
bad repute with the spectators and
he succeetkek Belo who should
have been the last man to have set
*h an example, was derided 'by the
crowd for some,funny business and
took notice of the fact by a -very
ungentlemanly use of one of his
hands in &Cm view of all, lie got
'Sal
emmow.m i
In pumuance cif a judgment of Mc-
Cracken Circuit Owl, rendered at
as April teirn, 1906, in the action of
C. A. Isabel, , admtrator, etc.,
plaintiff, agaisaat Cu Ca Burton, etc.,
defendant, I will on Monday, June
tath, (about .alioue of to o'clock
a m.), 1gc4 '(beltsgs-OCouuty Court
day), at the coast house door in Pa-
ducah, Kentucky, sell to the highest
bidder, on a credit of six months, the
following described property, viz:
acres of land, being a part of a
tract of 28 acres and as poles, lying
on the east side of island creek, in
McCracken County, Kentucky, and
beng a part of Lot No. 83, in the
plat of survey of the Langstaff land,
recorded in _Deed Book H, page Oa,
McCrackepi,Cponty Court Clerk's of-
fice. Beginniag It a hickory north-
east corner ortot 83. thence north
En degrees west to8 poles, thence to
Idand creek, thence up and with the
meanders of said creek to a corner
on said creek a cypress, thcnce south
8e. cast 64 poles to a stake, thence
north 5 diurees 64 poles to the begin.
Ping
Or as much thereof as may b.,
necessaty to satisfy said judgment,
interest and cost, amounting to
Safttoo.
The purchaser w.il be required to
give bond with apprnved security,
bearing intereat at 6 per cent from
day of 4ale, having force of replevin
bond, on which execution may inalle
when due.
This 7th day of June igo6.




HANK WAS THE VICTIM




Police Believe They Have Harness
Thief in John Polk, Colored,
Who Was Arrested.
The police authorities yesterday
gave out information regarding a big
house burglary which occurred over
Gne week since, but which was kept
quiet in order thaesthe officers could
lode on it in trying to ferret out the
burglars.
The place robbed was the big
hardware store of flank brothers on
Broadway near Third street, and sev-
eral hundred dollars worth of goods
stolen. It seems the burglar.
clambered up on a shed at rear 9f
the establishment, apd from the out-
isde opened a window which lead
into the office that stands raised
about ten feet at rear of the first
floor. Gaining an entrance in this
manner, they proceeded to take about
too tine knives, many safety razors,
and also those of the ordinary make,
while other articles were taktn. Mr.
Hank has missed several hundred
dollars worth of stuff, but on ac-
count of carrying such an immense
stock he cannot tell whether he •bas
discovered everything stolen, or not.
1 he officers have failed to looms tlis
thief.
Minty-Three Robberies.
The thieves, nignwaymen and
burglars have run rampant in this
city for the past sixty days, as not
a night goes by wfthout some place
being broken into, or some person
relieved of their valuables. The
promiscuity with which the larceny
has been going on has never been
equalled within histety of this city,
:nd the cuprits have been very suc-
cessful in covering up their tracks.
One officer yesterday remarked
that he had been keeping account of
April, and found that just ninety-
cc robberie, and burglaries .,ad
been pulled off, while the—seene-1.0.
increase in number as AO .4s
by. The largest portion of . this is
attributed to the fact that 'the'Police
department has been reduced, and
there arc not, enough officers- to keep




Adrain Robinson of --Rcioncville.
Ind., reported to the officers that the
ei.y before he was coming into this
city on a steamboat, when a man
named Lon Githian, who was with
lrm, advised Robinson to put his
watch, vest and money in the office
cf the steamboat for safekeeping.
Robinson gave Githian the garment
and valuables to place with the clerk,
and about that time the craft landed
and Robinson came up into .the City.
Shortly thereafter he returned to the
craft and asked for his valuables,
'hen he was informed nohing had
been left there for him. fle believes
that Githian skipped out with them.
The latter's home is supposed tki
in Of an, Wyo.
GIRL'S FIST STOPS FOOTPADS Another Bike Gone..
• Mr. Adolph Weil yesterday re-
Training Acquired While Boxim ported to the authorities that his
With Brothers Proves Salvation. bicycle had been stolen from the
tear porch of his home.
a good roast for the act, but not ,1—Skilt in adminis-
--half what he deserved. tering abort arm jabs and planting Used "Dediki"
In field work several members of heavy rights on vulnerable parts of Rfilph Butler, was arrested yestcr-
•each club did some stunts which won an opponent's anatomy saved Jessie tiaY N'bY Officers Emile Gourieux on
-applpuse and in batting, while not Ball, a pretty Waukegan girl, from the charge of having "dediki" placed
simon -hits were made, some pretty holdup men in the Northwestern sta_ upon a little five year old boy named
stick work was dlone_ 'Taylor, .43,4_4,44...Dexte.r St0wptt  zha......astorrarst
locals. who few uo long a time ap-
peared to have lost out with the
*tick, got two hits which were pret-
ty ones.
'The third game of the series be-
%wail these two Otitis will be played
What.. Each nine -premises their beet
woala TacHock &s -to pitch for the
Samday the DonVilles come for
three games. The 'fans are more
anieious now than ever before to see
thhm St Wallace park thecause they
hold, first position itow and svhen here
won a high opiniotr from all. It is
-.said that the locals are go have a
niow man err two in one or more of
the games with the Dansilles, but
'thisTh 
is only on dit.




Jacksonville— al? r hh po a
Copeland, If. _8,4/ la) rev, '0
,I.•••••••••••.11.
To Remove Freckles lk Phoples
Is Tea Days, Use Nadinola'
A mew discovery, sold
ander a positive gear-,
antes , and money re-
funded la every tem




Sloes, blackheads and all
eruptions of the skin, DO
manor of bow lona
swamis, cans ordinary
cases In 10 Says, and the
worst In le days. Alter
Slim defects are removed the 1k4a will be
soft, healthy and beautifiL NO possible
harm sail remit frau its use. $eagate and
at leading drug stores or by malt.
NATIONAL TOILET COMPANY. Parts. Tam
so much -stealing, and desires that
celery Oily who has bought a set of
lartaa$4. Mak .4oy one, outside _Kau.
harodealer, re0ort the fact to the hall,
as the names of 'the purchasers are
Itnown, and by reporting the harnese
bought this will save the authorities
much trouble in going around and
collecting up the sets.
Officer Albert Senser yesterday re-
covered a set of harness that had
been sold to John Low by a darky.
The harness is patent 'leather with
b-ass trimmings.
Unmerciful Beatings.
Reports have come to the police
that daily in a certain family on
Clements street in Mechanicsburg,
the little children get unmerciful
beatings at hands pf the parent. The
authorities are investigating the
matter and also the Humane society,
and will prosecute if circumstances
justify.
Valuables Found.
Yesterday the police searched the
room of Ras Campbell, colored, who
resides in the little frame house in
rear yard of the Empire flats on
Broadway near Seventh street. He is
the negro arrested the night before
for prowling around nearby white
homes, and- in his room the officers
found all kind of good clothes, some
femat- wearing apparel, much
jeweils' and money, and a diamond
or two. One ring had engraved on
it, "H. K. to L. Id. S." The officers
are Working on Campbell's case and
believe they have a "nice" captive
in hand.
When caught lurking around the
home in question, he had only a
rece or two of clothing on.
KOH OF CHRIST




tion Held Business Meeting
Last Evening.
"The Losing of Christ in the Tern-
tile, and Its Lessons" was the subject
for another eloquent discourse yes-
terday morning by Rev. H. L. Day
enport of St. Louis, at the Third sed. The ,gathering was not in re
street Methodist church tent revival lation to die union of the C. P. and
on South Fifth near Jackson street.' Presbyterian church, as presumed by
At the evening hour his grand themei many-
was "I'aul and the New Life,' There
we a nutnlber ealf gonversions at C. W. B. M. Tomorrow
the evening hour. ; The C. W. B. M. of the
Dr. Davenport is one of the most Christian church, meets tomorrow.
magnetic divines ever preaching in afternoon with Mrs. Charles E. Jen-T
this city, and last night the great rungs at hrr home in Arcadia. At
has sprung, was evidence by the street cat at the park station to carry
will meet thepopularity into which the meeting 2:3o o'clock vehicles
presence of nearly 1,000 people un the guests to the reeidence half a
der the big tent. 'He is only 32 years mile distant. I for
of age, but one of the most renowned, sa,11
and widely known workers Over the That each child's disposition, as'
north, occupying the pulpit of a lead- well as his constitution, should be chains,
ing church in St. Louis+ of this de- studied conscientiously and careNly.
nomination. Ile comes of a disting- That a child has a right to some set
uished family, being named for his ccnsideration of his tastes in the mat-
ancestor, Harry Lee, known in the ter of dress and, food as well as his
Civil War as "Light Horse" Harry amusements.
Lee, one of the greatest fighters of That we are too often arbitrary
his day. with our little people, and thought-
With a Desert Ahead
OF YOU ON YOUR JOURNEY YOU SHOULD SAVEENovezi OF YOUR SUPPLIES TO SURELY TAKE
YOKI ACROSS IT.
With Olt e Ahead,
BRINGING SICKNESS AND LOSS OF EMPLOYMENT,
ARE YOU GOING TO SPEND ALL YOU EARN AS
YOU GO ALONG.
START A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US TODAY WE
WE WELCOME SMALL ONES AS WELL AS LARGE
ONES.













for Sick and Injured Only.
213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. OLD PHONE thig.
NEW PHONE 334. PAWCAB, KY,
11=1111D
• 17, We have on hand
For Sale••
Horse Power Motor.
a 5 Horse Power Motor.
• .4 ts 51/4 Horse Power Motor.
8 Horse PoWer Motor.
to Horse Power Motor.




121-123 North Fourth Street.
CumbetAand Presbyterian.
A husinesa-, meeting was held
the entlYeadongregation of the Cum
berlihNlaPresbyterian church last eve
ning, and numerous matters discus-
First
i lessly trample on their rights; and
!they read our motives more clearlyby than we think.
.westememeseemasisamosemmai
attanipulation of her Rote which she gotten out by the later lad's father,
ilearned when toxin( with her broth- who claims *hat Butler gave the
ers as a girl enabled the plucky
young. woman to protect her property
and put her harassers to fight.
Miss flail was about to take the
train for her: 'Mime and was passing
through the 'iftterance to the statieni
-in a crowd '414kil C felt her purse
ametelled Siii"tatifted to see a man
tugging 'at thi bastenings.
a word she %teed the holdup man
and a sharp tussle was begun, the
thug attempted to wrest the purse
from her grasp.
'At ;last, seeing sae was about to
Aimee liosesion of it, she delt the
stranger a. blow in the face with her
clenched fist. He staggered back-
ward and recovering from his sur-
Oise fled, mingling with the crowd.
Expetienced Mother. Know..
'Livingston. rf.  4 0 I ja a a That very few are Just to children
.
Ebright, ab.  t That it 
. ,
3 / o easier• to be generous
Hughes.filcidri.; .41 o ra it than just.
 gr„ t T bi o :That tuany children become • die-
aii H ,1- '  3 to t 2 . 2 ttcourag'ed because their best effort. residence at', Iola Ylarrison• street.Berte.-sla i" . 3 b 6 3 6 Insect with no approval. Polk was locked up, while Rufus'
Melt, e4 3 0 0 1 ,1 0 that nothing tames .a child to, Sullivan Was arrested yestetdaa on
Fox. is.. „„,„ 3 o o 0 4 0 ccapaf his efforts to please oilooner` stispibion of being 'connected.
# •-*-- --- 1-,-. -+- — — than to find that every. hing he (loci Chef Collins. ils' confident Polk is. Totals— 6-.---., -3., rf 4 a* 16 a is When as a tramp or gOnrse. ..t1 /IA tight maii .140 iitall been doing
3140
borning and itching composition to
Harry Litre!h and got him to throw
it upon the Howell boy who was
Learly run frantic by the horrible
itching sensation and buring.
Threatened "Miss Mary."
"Miss Mary" Mayberry colored,
got a warrant for Rosa Dunlap, col-
ored, charging the latter with threat-
ening her life. 'The accused , was
arrested by Officers Johnsont.esond
Rogers.
Believe He's the Man.
Yesterday morning John Polk, col-
ored, was arrested near Eighth and
Harrison streets by Officers Fergq•
son and Hill, who believe they have
in him the guilty party who has
stolen so many sets of harness
mound over the city clueing the past
few weeica. He was identified by
Dairyman Henry Colettlan as the
negro who sold him the set of har-
eems stolen from M. M. Tuckers'
6..
Ur alarm Sormgfa nes
ARE NOW ON DISPLAY
Plemoolosmse
AND IN OUP LINE YOU WILL FIND THE CHOICEST
STYLES FOR SMART TAILORING THE MARKEYSAIn'AF-
FORD. THE PATH OF THE GOOD DRESSER IS ROTH
EASY AND ECONOMICAL IF HE COMES MERE FOR HIS




516 Broadway. MERCHANT TAILORS.
LEAGUE PARK.
PADUCAH vs. JACrSONVILUI
JUNE 5, 6 AND 7
General Admission 25 Cents.
GRANI) STAND 3 CENTS, BOX SEATS-6o CENTS.
TICKETS N SALE SMITH & NAGEOL
FOURTH & BROADWAY
GAME CALLED AT 3:3o P. M. SHARP. 1
the sweet girl graduate and for
occasions watches s rings, lockets,
hatpins, bracelets, shirt 1st
collar also silver noveltiespins,
of all descriptions.
REPAIRING A SPECIALTY
We handie all the finest and daint-
est articles with the utmost care,
and make repairs that are absolutely
satifactory. ;






St. Louis and Tennessee River Pita-
- et company—the cheapest and hes-
I excursion oat of Paducah.
$8.nn For the Round Trip touu Tennessee river & retu rn
A
It is a trig of p4sart, comfort
and rest; good Jr ice, good table
good roams, pcats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
For other information apply. to AI.




tcople Will Demand More Drastic
Measure.
(By Albert J. Beveridge.)
The purpose of the meat inspection
.bill is to make certain that the Amer-
ican people shall get from our pack-
ers just as g000d meat and meat
„food products as the European peo-
.vIt get from them.
The European governments de -
'nand that we subject all meats
AtikiPPed to.Abern ip.careful inspection,
and we, on our part, concede that
that demand is just. This is the rea-
*on why the federal government pro-
•vides for such careful inspection of
•meat sold abroad.
(But if it is conceded that we ought
to inspect meat sold to the people of
other countries, we ought to inspect
meat sold to the people of our own
'country.
I do not care to say at this time
.nnything about conditions in any
packing house of fins country, I have
asc desire' to punish anyone for past
-offenses. We are now in a period
a the moral regeneration of Ameri-
•can business. This bill is a part of
that general regeneration. What I
-desire is the enactment. of the law.
If the law is enacted I am willing
that bygones shall be bygones, but
1 insist that the American people
and the world shall have the war-
Tito of a statute of the United States
that whatever conditions may have
been i.. the past, conditions in the
'future shall be correct and beyond
,criticism.
And if there is any attempt to
emasculate this bill, the people will
know whom to hold responsible. It
was prepared with the utmost care,
and numerous and extended consulta-
tions were held with those qualified
and entitled to be called into council.
The le gal phase of it was critically
considered, and there is no question
whatever of its entire cons:itutional-
ity.
The measure is far from drastic.
1•40 is reasonable, moderate and con-
servative. If the packers and cattle-
men defeat it now they must face a
far more sweeping measure next ses-
•sion.
The truth about it is that the pask-
•ers ought to welcome this bill as
warmly as the people themselves. If
what is heard about conditions in the
pleat business be true this bill is the
only guarantee which the people will
accept that those statements shall no
)(miser be true. If, on the other hand,
-statements maelicsabout the conditions
h. the • /business are false, then
,s the only guarantee which
iple will accept that these• -
-ststnents are false, and in any
wfspirent, the law is necessary.
' If the packers are domg an honest
;business, and I do not say that they
are doing a dishonest business, then
-they should welcome the law as an.% .aid thereto. If they are doing a dis-
•`. tlionest business, then this law should
so on the statute books to prevent
that dishonest business.
And whether their business is hon-
est or dishonest, the law should govi on the statute books for the full pro-w section of the people.
Another thing that they might just
as well understand. If this bill is
emasculated in any vital particular
the fight will be on again with
*rester vigor than it would havebeen had it come to the present time,for this is a part of the general move-ment for the protection of the mass-
es of the American people and thereare not enough combines and trustsin the • -,rld :o stop it.
Indeed, I am bound to say I don't'believe the common sense men atthe head of these great business or-•ssanizations really wish to stop it.
NAMES ON THE LIST.
Begs Womanhood
To Save Her
Under Senterce of Death, Mrs. Ag-
gie Myers Pens an Appeal "To
the Women-Murder of her
Husband in Aid of a
Paramour Her
Crime.
Kansas City. Mo., June 6.-Will
the great state of Missouri hang the
young woman of comparatively at-
tractive appearsnce and of fair educa-
tion. convicted of what the supreme
court terms the foulest deed in the
crimisial annals of Missouri.
The execution of Mrs. Aggie Myers
is set for June 29. ''The woman of
iron," the police of Kansas City call
het, because of her calmness under
circumstances • hich would drive
most women m. to suicide. And
the "woman of iron" she, remained
during the two years since she and
her paramour, the ill-favored, squint-
cared cook, Frank Ilottman,- first
were charged with the murder of
Aggie's husband, whose chief aim in
life seemed to have been to keep her
happy and conteated.
Only once has the woman weak-
ened. It was when her mother, Mrs.
Brock, called upon her in the jail at
L'berty, Mo., and bemoaned the af-
firmation of the death sentence of a
terrible fate seemed to impress her
tor the first time. Protesting her
iruocence, as usual, despite the most
convincing chain of circumstantial
svidence, backed by the confession
of Htsttman, she sobbed with tear-
stained cheeks an appeal for help,
the first she has made.
know the women
Mr. Fell of Nickerson did co lastweek and dislocated his collar bone.-
13. F. Dern and Gib Cheatum are
-candidates for sheriff of Kineham
county, Kan.-Kansas City Journal.
A student in the state university-named Everett Fr'eze warmed up inlocal politics and won the nomina-tion for representative trom Dade
.county.-Emporia (Kan.) Gazette.
Ciszewski is the name of a barber
KoshkonOng, Oregon courty.--
"White Cloud (Kan.) IChief.
R. D. Lively made a flying -trip to
%Yr tle.-Ore glom County Democrat.
arr against
me," she said; "they are harder on
me than the men. I don't see how
they can act so. I never would say
a thing againtt another woman. If
I could not say something good, I
would keep still"
t And that the people must forceBut, yielding to the entreaties of !the municipal, state and national goy-her mother, Aggie MYers penned1




League to Meet in Watkins Hall,
Nashville.
Nashville, Tenn., June 6-The com-
mittee on organization and by-laws
of the Anti-Consumption League,
with Dr. W. J. Morrison as chair-
man, has fnished its work and l's. .
ready to report. The committee is et it.
authorized to call a meeting of the
or:ginal members, the members of $21 000 FoR sr 000the Press Club who have taken an
aqive interest is the matter, and all
citizens interessted in this great move- I We are organiaiag a syndicatement in the interest of humanity. In whereby investors can put in, anyaccordance with this authority, the 'amount from $too up and buy an in-meeting has been called to be held 'terest in 43 homes and six extra lots.in Watkins Hall Friday, June ag. The total price is $24,000. TheAt this time the objects of the or_ terms are $7,000 cash and the balancegsnization will be clarly oulined and Szoo per month. It is probable thatseveral short addresses will be de- the property will not cost the buy-livered. era more than $7,000, as tl,e tenents
is confidently believed that this lit will pay the rest, as the gross rentsmovement will result in inestimable amount to $360 per month. These'
homes are within ten minutes walk
front the I. C. R. R. shops. Allow-
ing a loss of $3,000 on account of
Mrs. Myers always has maintained
that negro barglars slew her husband
and that she fainted while he was
fighting them. ilottman says he and
Aggie wanted to marry and decided
to remove the only obstacle. Here is
the story of the crime, as accepted
by the law:
Myers was at home, sick in bed.
The woman let Hottman into the
house at midnight, and the scheme
was for him to brain Myers with s
single bblow. But it glanced off, and
Myers fought like a demon. ''Help
me honey." he called to his wife.
Her answer was to stab him in th-,
back with scissors, and to fetch his
razor, with which she and Hottman
slashed the husband fearfully. He
died in his own blood in a corner ofhis cosy cottage.
No popular sympathy for Mrs. My-
ers has appeared in Kansas City,where the details of the case are
well known, but with the approach of
the date of hanging, w9men's clubs
throughout the state may seek execu-tive clemency from Gov. Folk solely
on the ground that Missouri should
not apply the extreme penalty to any
woman.
Log Cabin Philosophy.
When you gits ter de Tribulation
-river, be sho' dat you kim swim-
'haze migty few people will th'ow yon
a rope w'en you drowning'
Ey, you makes yo' bed, des so you
sot ter lay down; atifi, dat don't keep
you (urn thinkin''you got a right ter
growl w'en you don't git a goodttighVg• rest.
4-fit's mighty hard to keep de righttoad all thoo' life; en atter you once
gits on tie wrong road you finds so
much cofnp'ny dat de right way look%
lonesome ter you ever after.-Atlanta
(Institution,
The Largest- Newspaper.
The largest newspaper ever pub-
lished in this or any other country,
according to an item apearing in var-iodis newspapers, was the Illustrated
Quadruple Constellation, which was
issued in New York City on July 4,1859. It was a 28,000 edition andwas sold at so cents per copy. Thesize of the page of this sheet was
seventy by too inches, or almost
forty-nine square' feet. It was aneight page paper, Ihirtteen columnsto the page, or a total of 104 columnscacti forty-eight inches in length. Itwas illustrated with good portraitscf President Buchanan, Edward Ev-errett, Henry Ward Beecher, N. P.Lanka, E. H. Chapin, Horace Gree-ley, Elizabeth Barrett Browning,
firtitir-GrBennett and several otheh. The pa-per contained thirty-six differentpoems entire,, one of them having asmany as sixty-four eight line verses.Among other articles of special notewas the celebrated "Mloon Hoax,"pubtisited in 1835. It required thewor4c of forty persons ten hours perday for eight weeks to "get out"this mammoth paper.
good to this and other communities,
for already some of the smaller
towns of the state have begun to ef-
fect similar irganizations. vacant houses and expenses, evenThe best medical authorities in the then the investment would pay
$21.000world now agree that consumption or three dollars for one. Fullcan be cured, and that in hundreds' particulars on request.
and thousands of cases it can be pre- WHITTEMORE WEAL ESTATEvented. The best thought of the AGENCY, Fraternity Building.medical profession also agrees that Both 'Phones 835.
when the people themselves under-
'stand the cure and prevention of con-
sumption, the disease can be almost
stamped off the earth. The greatest
work now in hand is to get the facts,
already in possession of the profes-
sion, before the people, and this is
one of the prime objects of the pres-
ent organization.
The people must know:
That consumption is not inherited.
That consumption ran be prevent-
ed.
That consumption can be erred
ernments to pass the necessary laws,
and then the people must see that
the laws are enforced.
The meet'ng at Watkins Ilail June
s9 will be one of the most important
ever held in Nashville, and the house
should be crowded to the doors. No
one rig! make a dollar out of it; in
fact, those taking a leading part, the
physicians will actually lose financi-
ally when they win the fight which
will greatly decrease the number of
patients they now have. Yet, they
have gone heart and soul into it.
All that is necessary to insure sue-
sess is for the actual beneficiaries of
the movement to take an interest
Our Eloquent Slang.
(Washington)
You very seldom hear of any one
becoming mentally deranged in
Washington. The word `bug" is so
much more expressive and easier to
handle,
Gee. J. C. Jamieson, a Missourian
of the Old school, is probably thegreatest bird lover in Oklahoma, andis a strong advocate that the terri-
tory adopted as a part of their cur-
riculum the study of birds mid theirprotection in public schools.
SU AL ESTATE SYNDICATE
BARGAINS.
We offer a money making propoti1-tion for an individual or a syndicate,whereby a $24,000 investment can be gosterbonght foi $24,000 investment can bebought for $7,000 rash and the bal-lance on monthly payments at farless than the Cents. This oughte topay the investor so per ceut. In 8:30-Children'shecrity ogn be bought. from $roo 9:30-Health Lecture.to Synoo. It will bear the closest in- to:3o-"Dreams and Premonitions"vestigartion 
 Dr. Krebs
2-"Old Times in Dixie 
WHITTEMORE REAL ESTATE
AGENCY,   Col. H.' W. J. HamFraternity Bldg. Both Phones 835. 4-Lecture Recital "The Rise of the
I Historical Novel," Reading of "IfMrs. James Brown Potter is to ap- I Were King" ..Miss Hemenway.pear as Mary Queen of Scots In the 73O-Concert ....Lady Washington,play which she has accepted for her Fp-ltRicheieu"'" ref n to the stage.  • Wallace Bruce Arnsbury
PADUCAH CHAUTAUQUA
Wallace Park June 15-24, 1906
Program:
Friday, Jane is.
a-Address of Welcome 
 President John S. Bleecker
2:13-What the Program Commit-
tee Tried to do. .Dr. J. R. Coleman
2:30-Outline of Program and plan
of Chatauqua 
Supt. James H. Shaw
5:45-Lecture "Psychology of Fear
and Worry" Dr. Stanley L. Ksebs
7:30-Concert 
 Lady Washington Quartet
unwsnous lecture "The Smile
That Won't Come Off" 
 Mr. Herbert Leon Cope
Saturday, Jane :6.
Children's Day.
School children of McCracken





 Herbert L. Cope
4-Concert 
 Lady Washington Quartet
7.30-Concert 
 Lady Washington...




 Capt. Richard P. Hobson
4--Read;ng "The Bronsons"  









  Dr. Krebs
2-"Dixie Before the War" 
 Dr. A. W. Lamar
4-Lecture Recital "The Eternal
Feminine"  Miss Hemenway
7:30-Reading   Mr. Anrabary
8-Nicholas Nickletry 
 Mr. William Sterling Batt:
ThursdaY. June sr.
8:30-Children's Athletics.
9:30-Facts of Spiritualism as Re-
vealed by Science Dr. Krebs
'0:30-Health Lecture.
a-Oliver Twist....Mk. W. S. Bettis
4-Lecture Recital "Dr. Henry Van
Dyke" Miss Hemenway.
7:30-Concert
8.--Sciende Lecture With Demou-
strations in Liquid Air and
Wireless Telegraphy 




1o:30-Jaunts to Haunts of British
Poet., Rydal Mbunt and Words-
worth  James H. Shaw
a•-.-Ross Crane, Entertainer.
4-Lecture Recital "James Whit-
comp" ... Min Hemenway.
7:30-Concert.
8-Scient;fic Lecture, Radium 







Will bring pleasure to your
home during the long sera-
mer evenings. They are run-
ning now at our store. Come
in and hear them. Then










will cure that awful pain.
Niles cited others, will curs you.
Call on Mt, or Phone 36 Of 237 and
we wilt gladly tell wou about It.
BACON'S
D1tUG STORILS.1
Seventh and Jackson St. 'Phone s37,





Will Ise keenly appreciated
after a trial by people who suf-
fer from headaches-severe ormild, occasional or chronic.
They never fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF.






Dr. B. T, Hall
Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, tall •
North Fifth, Both Phones 355.
Residence too Laay, tato Phone 1692
A. S. DABNEY
Trushart lialkleg.




  ,Prof. U. G. Fletcher
10:30-"Five Big Things in Your
Head" 
2-"Ballads of Bourbannaisp. Krebs"r
iNnIgori Ansrosbur. , music, Lady Wash
4-Lecture-R UM "Childhood in
Poetry" Miss Ruth Hemenway
7:30-00ncert ....Lady Washington,
8-Humorous 'Lecture "The Snolly 
in Politics" 
 Col, H. W. /. Ham
Tuesday, June 19s.
Athletics.
to:so-Jaunts to Haunts of British
Poets, Brentwood and Ruskin...
  James H. Shaw
2-"A Men Among Mien" 
Dr. L G. Herbert
4-Lecture Recital "The Tempest"






2-Address "Lofty Peaks in Ameri-
can Statesvsenship" 





Individual season tickets can be
secured from the merchants at V.50.
The same ticket at the gate will be
$2.0o. By presenting this ticket at
the gate and so cents additional it
will be made iransfemble for any
one's use.
Children's tickets, 6 to 11, half
price-under 6 free.
Single admission as cents.
Children rg cents.
Tents put up ready for
$3.00 tip, owing to size.
see Mr. Will Hummel.
me, from
For teats
ILLINOS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED MAY 3oth, z906.
SOUT.H BOUND' No. mot No. 103 No. 121Leave Cincinnati  8:20 a.m. 6:oo p.m.,  Leave Louisvilla  12:01 p.m. 9:40 p.m. 7:30 CUL .Leave Owensboro  6:30 p.m. 9:00 am.Leave Horse Branch  2:28 p.01. 1208 am. 11:05 a.m.Leave Central City  ...  3:30 P.m. 1:03 a.m. 12:30 p.m.Leave Nortonville  4708 P.m. 1:4o a.m. 1:28 p.a.Leave Evansville  12:50 p.m. 4:40 P.m. 8:30 a.m.Leave Nashville  7:00 pm. 8:o5 a.m.Leave Hopkinsville  9:45 p.m. 11:20 am.Leave Pfneeton  4:55 P.m. a.27 a.m. 1:35 p.m.Arrive Paducah  6:so p.m. 3:40 a.m. 435 P.m.Leave Paducah  6:15 p.m. 3:45 am. 4:20 p.m.Arrive Fulton   7:20 p.m, 4:50 a.m. 6:00 p.m.Arrive Castss, Tenn.  8:06 p.m. s:st amArrive Rives  .  8:t3 p.m. 6:o1 a.m.  •Arrive Jackson  7:15 am.Arrive Memphis tt oci p.m 8:20 a rriArrive New Orleans  10:33 a.m. 8:15 p.m
NORTH BOUND No. 102 No. 104 No. 122Leave New Orleans  7.10 p.m. 9:15 amLeave Memphis  6:45 a.m. 8:50 p.m.Leave Jackson, Tenn.  8:07 a.m 10:10 p.m.Leave Rives  t t 18 p.m.  Leave Fulton  to:/5 a.m. 12:35 1.M 6:oo a.m.Arrive Paducah  11:20 A.M. 1:43 a.m. 7 :40 CULLeave Paducah  11:25 a.m. 1:48 cm. 7:5o a.m.Arrive Princeton  12:39 p.m. 303 a.m. 9:29 a.m.Arrive Hopkinsville  6:ts p.m 4:20 S.M.Arrive Mishville  9:25 p.m 6:to a.m.Arrive Evansville  3:45 P.m 9:45 a.m. ArriveNortonville  1:28 p.m. 3:51 a.m. 10:35 a.m.Arrive Central City  2:03 p.m. 4:30 a.m. 11 :30 a.m.Arrive Horse Branch  3 06 P.m. 5:18 a.m. 12:55 p.m.Arrive Owensboro  •4:55 P.m. 8.00 a.m. '445 p.m.Arrive Louisville  5:35 P.m. 7.5o a.rn 4'55 p.m.Arrive Cincinnati  9:t5 p.m. 12:00 noon 
ST. LOUIS DIVISION /
NORTH BOUND No 3o6 No. 374Leave Paducah  12:40 p.m. 4:20 p.m.Arrive Carbondale  4:25 P.m. 8.40 12-01.Arrive Chicago  6:30 a.m. 6:3o a.m.Arrive St. Louis  8:30 p.m, 7:20 a.m.
111.M•1••••••
SOUTH BOUND No. 305 No, 375Leave St. Louis  7:45 a.m. 9:40 P m.Leave Chicago  2:go a.m. 6:30 p.m.Leave Cabondale  11:40 a.m. 7:05 a.m.Arrive Paducah  3:35 pm. 11:00 a.m.
••''"'•••••••••••••,....."".
CAIRONNASHVILLE-1-111111N.
NORTH BOUND tot-Fot 133-833Leave Nashville  8:10 a m  ..Leave Hopkinsville  11:10 a.m. frao a.m. ..Leave Princeton • 2:35 Pm- 7:45 a-111Arrive Paducah  4:15 P.m- 925 2.111Leave Padtscah   6:15 p.m 9:30 a.mArrive Cairo  7:45 p.m. 11:10 am,Arr've St. Louis  720 a.m. 4:30 1). ni.Afrive Chicago  6:30 a.m. 9:30 p.m
SOUTH BOUND 1'21-826 136-836Leave Chicago  6:20 p.m. 9:40 a.111Leave St.Louis  940 P.m 1:50 P.m.Leave Cairo  6:0o am 5:55 P.m.Arrive Paducah  7:45 cm 7:40 p.m.Leave Paducah  7:50 am. 3:to p.m.Arrive Princetoe •  9(29 am.4:45 Pm.Arrive Hopkinsville  6:to p.m.Arrive Nashville  9:95 1P.ni.
Trains marked (4) ran daily except Sunday. All other trains rundaily. Trains 103 and 104 carry through sleepers between Cincinnati,Memphis and New Orleans; trains 101 an 102 sleepers between Louis-ville, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains 8or and 822 sleepers betweenPaducah and St. Louis. Train Sot convects at nut Cairo with Chicagosleeper. For further information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, Ky.Ir. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Louisville, Ky,
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. O. P. A., Memphis, TOIL/ S. 6. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago,






THE FIRST OPEN CAR. •AN OX RACE IN GERMANY.
True Tale of an Ilveryday Incident
Which Had Romantic Fur-
nishings.
The girl sat in the last seat of the
first open car of the season, looking
back at the long vista of the street
they were fast leaving behind them.
Her hands were full of impedimenta,
though that word Is perhaps more cor-
rectly applied to articles nearer the
feet. But a purse, a handkerchief, s
letter and several small parcels do
tPede one's progress, especially Ue be a pretty maid with a pride in
one's long, much beruffied skirts, re
2ates the Chicago Record-Herald.
Her parasol—the first of the season
too—she placed beside her. She must
have been thinking deep thoughts, fur
It was with a start that she signalee
the conductor to stop the car—s, stgri
that showed she had almost forgotter
her destination.
She alighted hurriedly. The car
Started. Then a Iitje flutter of the
burdened hands, a gasp that was al-
most audible, and an agonized con
traction of the pretty brows told tilt
Man who had sat beside her that slit
had forgotten something besides thi
destination.
He was a man who thought quickly
IN1 an instant he had seen, seized, ant
held aloft her parasol. She noddle
vigorously, motioning him to throw 1
to her. It was all done quickly, ha
the car, pitiless as time, was movies
steadily, relentlessly away from her
The space between it an.. her was con
stanity increasing.
The man hesitated. It was each
pretty parasol. Such rules of chif-
fon
She was following the car at a little
dog trot, but it was leaving her far
behind It had almost reached the
next corner.
The man waved the parasol at the
conductor. The car stopped. Every
one watched while he ran to the con
ner, carefully placed the fluffy, forgot.
ten thing on the sidewalk, then ran
eback to the car.
The girt waved her hand in gratefu)
recognition. He waved his in—renun-
lziation, perhaps.
As she reached the parasol a hand
some young negro stooped to pick It
up and courteously handed it to her
as she exclaimed. "It is mine, thank
you."
But he was not a fairy prine•—they
are always blond and blue-eyed, with
golden hair. Ai ' the man who should
have received the tribute of her smiles
was leaving her tar behind.
For this, you see, Is • true story
And so they did not marry and live
happy ever after. Perhaps he was
married already and his dinner was
wetting for him. At any rate, he saved
his carfare.
CONTRACT WITH A SULTAN•
MN/ an A.msrican Woman Put
ilurougb • Pive-Willlon-Dol-
lar Deal.
The story of an Interview that once
Mok place between Mrs. Reader an4
the sultan of Johore, India. is thus re-
lated by Juliet Wilbor Tompkins in
Nverybody's:
"She named her conditions; the
tight to issue $5,000000 worth of six
per cont. bonds; 120.000 acres of land
(extending along the 120 miles oi
track; tin mines—but here royalty de-
murred a Sane; be thought he would
keep all the tin mines. For the ftrAt
time the young contractor slipped into
feminine processes of reasoning and
met aside for a moment the urgent
business-fall enthusiasm of the pro
motel- for the display of the human
girl wino sees her pet project In dan
ger of failure.
—Sans you are so rich, you know
you don't need all those mines,' she
argued. and we do!'
t "The sultan conceded the mines
From an oriental point of view the
experience was perhaps cheap at th.
prloe.' He conceded. the 15,000000
worth of hoods, the 120,000 acres 01
land. At the end of their three hour.4'
talk Ella Rawls had la her possess-on
a $5,000.000 contract to build a rail-
road across the state of Jobore, and its
ruler had secured on fair terms a
means to wealth and civilization, the
need of whiell could no longer be ig-
nored. She had come to him at the
psychological moment, -when the con-
tract was ripe for giving; she had
shown herself clear-headed and reser
lute master of the facts and frankly
open in her statements; she had de-
manded much, knowing the value of
what she gave, but there had been nc
sign of sharpness. of trying to steal an
advantage. No doubt to ogre emus-
-lamed- la-1w approached- by 11111175a
methods, by gift.s and flatteries, then
tem a wholesome convincingness in
this morel experience, a welcome
promise of good faith. At all events
be accepted freely and wholly."
Impressive Bermes.
Wile (returning from church to het
husband, who had stayed at borne)—
Yoe should have heard Dr. Doe's ser
mon this morning, my dear. I don't
know when anything has made such
a profound impression on me I think
It will make a better woman of me as
long as I live.
Husband—Did you walk hotne?
Wife-0, no; I took a car, and, do
you know, John, the conductor nevei
asked m• for niy fare, and so I saved
a nickel. Waen't I lucky?-41trai
Stories.
The Ti-nth.
The Idditor—Wbst have you written
about the death of that bright yentas
Jenkins?
The Irish Reporter—Something nate
sir, windire up with tiles. words: "H.
eves a brilliant future beind bin.'
7-1211,134110 L 
beasts Ridden by Their Owners
Without Whip er Spurs, Is
the Rale.
IS many of the out of the way dis-
tricts of Germany ox racing has long
been • very popular sport The en
trance fee for the races is small, but
the beasts must be ridden by their
owners. The rider Is not allowed to
have either whip or spur and be must
ride his animal bareback, trusting to
his voice to guide the beast It is here
that the skill of the rider comes into
play, as everything depends upon the
training of the ox and the ability of
the owner to direct his movements.
As the oxen do not race on a track
It is no easy matter to guide them.
The race course is a field, perhaps a
mile square, the start being made at
one side and the finish at the other.
Sped is of secondary importance in
the race. 14114, golf, the sport reqpirea
accuracy, aad the rider who can force
his lumbering charger to do la a
straight line is certain to win.
When all the competitors are lined
up at the starting point the dismal to
begin the race is given. Then the fun
commences, for, in spite of the riders'
efforts, the deeds usually refuse to
head toward the finish mark. Besides,
the difficulties are greatly increased
from the fact that the onlookers are al-
lowed to be in the field and may do
anything to interfere with the con-
testants so long as they do sot touch
him or his beast. Though oxen arg
naturally the least excitable of sal..
male,, the noise of the spectators soon
reduce* them to a state of utter be-
wilderment. Often an hour will pass
before erne of the 
c 
is riddem uncle;
the wire. The vi areceivee a small
money prise, which Is gothing com-
pared to the honors brought him by this
victory, and the animal is decorated
with garlands of flowers. Among the
peasants great events are reckoned
from the time so-and-reo won the on
race.
UTILIZING THE ASSASSIN.
RnglIsh Writer Saggeets That He
Be Turned Over to the
Doctors.
• medical correspondent of the Lon-
don Lancet suggests th...t murderers, In-
stead of being hanged, be turned over
to doctors for experimentation. Hod*
sires for science the Privilege ot stud yin/
disease in the "laboratory of the human
body," and thinks that with this oppor
thrifty the scientist "could look forward
to almost endless possibilities." 01
(bees possibilities, observes the Phila-
delphia Ledger, he neglects to set forth
details, although mentioning transfer
enoe of bovine tuberculosis and the
spread of cancer as profitable and inter-
eating problems, the solution of which
would be promoted by this plan. He
would lase the murderer as a field for the
inallgn microbe, and turn his tissues
later into a jousting place for a tilt with
the beneficent opposing germ. Science,
looking on with eye alert, would referee
the contest and make record of results.
Moreover, so sweet Is the faith that in
the correspondent abides., he is confident
the murderer would acquiesce in the
scheme of dying slowly, rejoicing not to
have his last pang accentuated by the
presence of the uncultured hangman.
The proposition is not new. 1201% for
reasons easy to cite, can it be made
oprativer. That the chance of being dr.
Toured by cancer or phthisis would, as
as alternative. be seised with eagerness
is an assumption that falls to appeal to
the judgment. tempered as this must be
by humane impu:ses. And it Is of Lit
tle consequence. The change would be
the substitution of torture for quick dis-
patch, and be on • plane with the Chines*
method known as "the death of a thou•
sand cuts," a title grimly explanatory of
the process.
bleasagee In Ancient Tinsais.
Carrying messages in olden times
called for much ingenuity. "Nothln2
In the world," wrote Herodotes, "is
bent, so swiftly as messages by the
Persian couriers." They bad over a
hundred stations, each a day's journey
from the other, and a regular service
of riders carried messages to and fro
at the rates of from 60 to 100 miles a
day. They had their "through cow
dem" too, for in the case of a ape
dally confidential message, the text
was tattooed on the shaven head of a
man, whose hair was allowed to grow
before he began his journey, so that
his letter might be concealed until he
reached his goal, where, of course, he
would be reshaved.
Boers Revere Buller.
In a letter to an English friend •
South African farmer writes: "Many
theallghtlag -Boer* ha,.-told-me
are quite willing to erect • statue to
Gen. Bailer's memory In this country.
They declare he is the only man who
earner out to fight them in a straight-
forward manner."
Pride, Not Anger.
Miss Prism—Don't let your dog bite
me, little boy.
Little Boy—He won't bite, ma'am.
"But he is 'boiling his teeth."
"Certainly he is, ma'am, and If you
fluid ifs good teeth as he has you'd
show 'em, too."--Stray Stories.
Pity of It.
"A pretty woman's lips," remarked
the sentimental youth, "remind me of
a rose."
"re.," rejoined the ex-bachelor, "sad
her tongue reminds me of the born,"
—Sinus° Daily News.
Big Inducement,.
Dolly--Every time you call, you
make love to sic. I'm getting tired of
it. Hew can I induce you to stop it?
Cholly- Marry me and promise
sever to make love to you simUi.—
Cleveland Leader.
THE COLORS OF SYRIA. 'I
Idarevlous Warmth and Depth Mark
the Landscapes of That
Country.
— —
The crowning glory of a Syrian land-
scape, however, is its brilliant coloring.
Before I left America it seemed to me
that the vivid tints of Tissot's pictures
must be exaggerated, but they fall short
of the reality, says the World To-day. 0:
course, no artist can hope to reproduos
the marvelous warmth and depth of the
colors in an eastern landscape, or to
Imitate the vague, soft hues that are so
characteristic of the Syrian atmosphere;
but it would be almost as impossible for
him to find tints that were overbrig'ht or
to arrange them in an order too Mang
to be matched by the Syrian sun.
The very nights are full of color. The
moonlight is so brilliant that it is easy
to read a guide book; and, even on a
moonless night, and in the wilderness,
far from any city's glare, the starlight
has been so bright that I could see the
second hand of sty watch and could find
quite a distinct shadow cast by Jupiter.
A moonlit scene at home gives only the
Impression of light spots and dark
spots; everything is black or white or
gray, but here in Syria the moonliget
shows all the colors of the rainbow. Toe
green of the trees and grain, the red of
the tile roofs, the blue of sea and aloe
and the white of the distant mountains
are softer and more delicate, but hard-
ly less distinct, one from another, than
in the sunlight.
But the sunset colors are the best of
all, especially where the mountains
come close to the sea. I hesitate to com-
mit Beirut with Naples; yet we have as
clear skies here, the sweep of the bay is
much the same, 034 Instead of smoky
Vesuvius, there is the splendid range of
Lebanon, culminating in Jebel Sunnin,
almost twice as high as the Italian
mountain, and for half the year crowned
with dazzling snow.
RUSSIAN PARISH PRIEST.
Hew He Is Regarded by Peasants
Over Whom He Wields
Power,
GETTING BACK TO NATURE CZAR MADE A COCK AIL.
i French Peasant Who Had His Own
New York Doctor Taught Him
"Our priest," says the young Russian
peasant, who, through the mouth of
Ernest Poole, In Everybody's, describes
"The Night That Made Me a Revolu-
tionist," "had been the priest to our
grandfather. All of us children, and
even our mother 40 years before, had
been baptized by him. He was a tall,
thin, hard-eyed old man, is a black
gown; he had along beard and stiff locks
of gray hair down over his shoulders;
his bony face was always tight and
stern: his eyes were dull; his deep voice
was slow and never had a glad sound
In it. He had no friends, but just rode
along the mountain roads alone; all of
us children, and even the old people,
were afraid of him.
'Once, when I was very small,! was
driving a goat, with my little sister on
his back. The old goat was so solemn
that some rich, fat merchants driving
by stopped and laughed. The priest was
with them. When they laughed be, too,
tried to smile kindly at us. That was
the only time 1 ever saw him try, and
the smile was just a grin, with no life
In it There was an old story that his
wife had not been afraid and had
bossed him. but even she got worn out
and ran away. He never opened his
mouth except for two things. Either
be spoke to God, chanting prayers and
masses, or else he spoke to the peasant..,
growling - 'Pay, pay.'"
MEN WHO WEAR SKIRTS.
----
(a the Orient Wearing of Trousers Is
the Exception Instead of
the
If there is one thing presumably cer-
tain on this earth. In tne opinl an of most
if us, it is that skirts are essentially
feminine, and that the special feature
of masculine attire is n bifurcated ear-
ment. But nMhing is further from tbe
'nate affirms the Buffalo Comer - al.
which prcceeds to prove what it asserts.
ro this day the majority of teiremale ele-
ment of the helium ream so far as It
wears clothes at all. Is skirted. The ma n
or woman who goes et will see skirted
men everywhere—Arabs, Cashmeres,
Ouniabs, Burmata. Chinese. Japancee,
Malays. to mention only a few. •"rr,
trousers of the western world. though
they seem to the untraveled eye as flxed
and unalterable as the Pyramids, are but
a passing fashion in the history of male
attire," says a writer in the Boston
Transcript. The fgshinos of the east
endure, while those of the weet ere elle
changing. That is true. Yet the 1 'fur.
cated garment—the forked radish style
—commends iteolf to the progressive
Japanese of to-day. Men who do thing,
ww—tiltletictitnt huiliteu-111_
days cannot wear ricirts, blankets ot
kiplouari. When the western races
cease to bustle and sit down to meditate
they may discard trousers and revert te
the ancient oriental styles.
All Navies Growing Larger.
About half a century ago England
took notiera of one fleet only. the
French. Now thingoi hare changed
Japan has 1-revealed her naval power.
Italy has a fairly grod navy! Wilhelm
rules over Germany and has am
nounced that the country s future wet-
!are must be sought for on the seas;
the United Rtates wish to have nt
rivals on the deem n and Russia is be
ginning to rebuild her fleet.
Fat, IllIsaty Part.
"Husza!" cried the* first old man,
smoothing the pear sealekta ruff of hill
overcoat. "I bave a part that suits me
perfectly as last."
"What is it?" asked the second
heavy
"It is the part of a recluse, and is
tho se (•,n 1 art I have to cook and eat
mes of real buckwheat cakes and
sausage."—St. Loofa Globe-Demme&
Idea of Pranceis Principal
Danger.
Trick and He Was an Apt
Pupil.
The French peasant who, since the
"The present czar of Russia learneddays of the revolution, has turned all
France into a kind of walled gardea,
is still closely in touca, with nature,
and in spite of agitators and politi-
cians, his presence in the suffrage, to was sipping the old-fashioned tipple,
which he brings the sense and cunning "I have that from the physician him-
of tlip fields, manes for national self," relates the New York Sun.
betaltE. In proof of this, says Youth's I "Not only that, but I sipped a cockCompanion, is a late scene reproduced tat made from the same formula, outby one of the authors of "Sketches on,
of n handsomely carved cup which borethe Old Road Through France to
an inscription from the donor, who atFlorence."
the time was czarevitch, and which
had contained the stirrup cup drunk
at the last meeting between the Rua-
elan 'heir apparent and the American
doctor.
"The doctor was a few years ago
practicing in a city in western New
York. He was once an attache of the
Russian Molt and het some appoint-
ment, I have forgotten what, later on.
"One evening, when he had been
called to see the czarovitch, the talk
ran to American drinks. The new
doctor carried his own stock of Amer-
ican liquors. He spoke of the Ameri-
can cocktail which at that time, was
the most called for mixed drink at the
bar.
"The czarevitch was amused at the
name. He thought it was a Joke. The
Yankee doctor assured him it was not.
-The czarevitch said he would like
to try the drink. The doctor brought
In his ingredients and prepared a
cocktail in the presence of the czar')
vitch, who was intensely interested.
When he had tasted it he went into ecr
stades and called for more.
"After he had sampled several cock-
tails he prepared to make the mixture
himself, and learned with much more
ease than than be has learned some
other things since.
"When the American doctor
leaving St Petersburg the czarevitcb
had ascended the throne. The physi
clan asked leave to pay his respects
and was accorded an audience.
"The emperor reminded him that he
was an expert in mixing the Amera
can tipple, and thereupon they re*
paired to a private room where the
czar of all the Russias produced some
American whisky and the ingredients
to work out • cocktail. The orae
the
Between Argentan and Alencon the
writer fell to conversing with a peas-
ant who, with immense patience, was
engaged in stirring the earth with
vigor into harvests. He also professed
himself interested in politics and eco-
nomies, and willingly talked on these
subjects.
"Thema Is only one thing," the peas-
ant said, at last, "that France has
to fear."
"You mean," sail the writer, "this
religIoua question—the dispute with
church and pope"
"No, I don't mean that."
"Do you think there's any fear of
another German war?"
"I don't know. I wasn't thinking
if that"
"I suppose you are not afraid of so-
cialism?"
"Not at all."
"Well, then, what Is the or 'y thing
France has to fear?"
"Hall," said the peasant, and west
on digging.
A SPANIARD'S INVENTION.
Ingenious Apparatus for the Control
of Distant Electric
Pewter.
Telekino is the invention of Dos
Bernardo Torres Quevedo. a (Henn
guished Spanish engineer, who has
been experimenting successfully with
n n apparatus for the control of dire
tent electric power by means of wire
less telegraphy. He intends to ap
ply his invention to veseels and made
his public trials with them. The
transmitting station was a wireless
telegraphic apparatus. The boat can
tied a battery of accumulators, a mo
tor for driving the propeller, another
for the rudder, and two servo motors
for operating the meeheniem of the
other meters. The *rya motors were
eoanected directly with the telekino,
wherewith they formed a single ap
!stratus. Hertz waves were received
by the telekino; this controls the servo
motors, which sent currents either to
control the redder motor or the pro
°eller motor so as to govern both the
eteerieg and the propulsion of the
boat. Taking up his position at the
transmitting station, Senor Quevedo
began manipulating the transmitter,
whereupon the boat, containing nu-
merous press representatives, RS If by
cnagic, slowly moved forward, gradu-
ally attaininz a high speed, turning,
twisting, tacking, advancing, or re-
ceding just as if It were being guided
by an expert eteereman. The boat ex
sewed ellerranner of maneuvers with-
out a hitch under the sole guidance of
the inventor on shore.
VETERAN POSTMASTERS.
rwo Who Have Served Uncle Sam
In That Capacity for Very
Long Periods.
Another of the many instances
where faithful service has proved 3
herrirr against interference for pOial
Cal reasons with the service of a
Massachusetts postmaster is that of
Jobe S. Fay, of Marlboro. who has
;seen in charge of that office sito:te
april 26, 1865, when be was appointed
'))* President Johnson at a salary of
81.100. Ile had been successively re-
appointed. twice by Grant, once es',
Hayee, Arthur, Harrison Mid McKtn•
Icy, and came under Mr. Cleveland's
special care in each ot his two terms
Mr. Fay has over two years yet to
serve under the reappointment given
by President Roosevelt February 28.
1993, when the salary was advanced to
12.500 per year.
Milo T. Winchester i5 1 r 'vc(i
hola the long-service record 83 poet-
master. He is still performing hie dm
ties in charge of the office at South
Amen's.. Duchess county, New York,
under the, commission first given bite
July 10, 1819. The record was held (at
many years by Roswell Beardsley at
the North Lansing (N. Y.) office. lie
was appointed June 28. 18211, and
served until his death, November e
, 'VW 111W-Ift-93:
Liquor and Insurance.
At the annual meeting of the Ab
stainers' and General Ineurance corn
patty held In Birmingham recently tht
chairman announced that the mortal!.
ty rate, favorable to the company, OK
the lives insured had again been main.
tallied and that in the 21 years of the
company's existence the mortality had
tvO yrt exceeded 50 per cent, of what
might have been expected from th.
ordinary rtandard table of the Inete
lute, of Actuaries, which represented
an enormous saving of interest on cap
It that otherwise would have bees
paid in claims. He attributed the sat-
isfactory mortality record largely to
the metnters abstaining from the URP
of alcoholic liquor.
Electricity in Siberia.
Almost all the towns In Siberia are
hating are Habil for street use and
incandescent lights for houses, and
the larger proportion of the People in
Plibetis have never seed gas. irbicb
they regard as an illumleant of a peel
the art of making an American cock-
tail from an American physician," said
a man in an uptown saloon where he
was
mixed drinks for the two like IL regulat 
•barkees and enjoyed R.
E. H. PURYEAR,
Attorney-at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building.








Will practice in all courts of 
Ken'.tucky.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reedl
FLOUR.NOY & REED
LAWYERS.




Room No. 5, Paducah,
Columbia Bldg. Kentucky.
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOIR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah. Ky.,,,.
Room  114 Fraternity Building.
New 'Phone 114. Old 'Phone 484.





Practice in all the courts of OW
state. Both phones 3t.
Rooms r, 2 and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
was the greatest bracer be ever took.
But then, you know, royalty lays on
its pulite and compliments with a
trowel. However, the doctor was
probably the only American who evei
had the ruler of Russia mix and give
him a coektail."
RAPID GROWTH OF ANTLERS
- -
Those of Wapiti Become Wonderful
Etructure In Four Months'
Time.
About the end of the winter—that la
in mid-alarcb—the antlers of tle- ;ea)
before break off flush with their balm
an inch or more above the skull; usu
ally they are found close together,
showing that they fell nearly at the
same elate, wr'tes Ernest Thompson
Beton, In Seritner's Magazine.
At first, the place of each antler it
a broad, raw spot. In a few days It
shows a thick rounded pad of blood.
gorged skin. This swells rapidly and
in a fortnight the great bulbous fuzzy
horn beginning has shot up to a height
of several inches At exactly the right
time, place and in urn the right direc-
tion a bump cores farth to be the
foundation of the brow tine.
In a few more days the hex tine is
projected by the Invisible architect.
In a month the stvicture is nearly a
foot high and all enveloped in a
turgid maim of reeerish, throbbing
blood vessels—the ecaffolti:ng and
workmen of this suroriOng k traduce
Night and day the wo-k is push. d wttb
astounding speed, and in four menthe
this skyscraper is firm:led-on wonder
ful structure, Indeed, *or a eo. v of
nature's force:: bare t ,i,1, a ni, clad
of inoidele workmen late done ro.of
part and an. edifice that according to
°refinery rules should have taken a
lifetime Is here nulled threaga_
summer and all in absolute silence.
August sees the building done, but It
is still cluttered et memfolding. The
suoplies of blood to tee '-'t e are re
dueed and finally discont... . Toe
antler is no longer in vital touch efts
the animal: it begins to die. The *en
sitiveness leaves each part, the vel
vet covering soon dries, cracks and
peels, and the stag assists the process
of clearing o3 the skin by scraping his
horns en the brustrWood. September
sees him folly armed In his spears of
dead bone, strong in body, glorying in
hie weapons and his strength, and
ready to battle with all comers.
Ono of the New Year Failures,
Ardley Keap—We might as well d1s-
solve partnership and go out of busi-
ness. For the last year we have had
to lice on faith and mustard. and I'm
tiredof it
Salon Boteiley---So am I. The trouble
Is that you've beat furnishing the
faltt aid I've hail :0* eontrt'alite the
puesout4.—Chlemu 'tribune.
D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
HTELEPONES:
Residence 296 Office 2S0
DR.. R. f. illARNE
BROOKHILL' BUILDING
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
t20 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office hours 8to io a. nu., I to 5
p. M. and 7 to 9p. m.
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.






Office -rver Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.
C. MANNING SEARS, M. D.
Offict 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 311,
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)











Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed right up to date in five min.
















Lithia, Hunyadi, Red Raven, Blue
Lick, Deerfield, White Rock, Deep
Rock, Pluto, West Baden and Daw-
son.
• Will'beirleised to Order any water
you desire.
ti'PHERSO
WANTED—For U. S. Army;
•ablesbodied unmarried men between
ages of it and 35; citizens of the
.United Sinkst of std *patter and
temperate habits, Who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting offices, New
House. Paducah, Ky.
▪ $0 • !. —„Tumlfaed• Soffei, w fJ
, 
looated; medicinal Springs. Address
4. H. Long, llittatua SPringi, fain.
•TABIA41 BOARD—In private
family. No. 626 Kentucky ave. Cen-
'tea Ily Tote ed. Limited number.
.Ptionr*--1Pr4TIO - FOR RENT-6 rooms
fornis ,...cotntar ,21t -and Broad-
way. • Rent for one year $25 . per
montleitse,iniluire 2035 Brohdway. •. .,
'Site ' 3/14 fitoye• -N 6th St.
i—Nice folding het
LOST—FOB, black silk band, with
seal cont4fiting initials "S. S." Suit-






Vie steamer Clyde got. away for
,the Tennessee river yesterday and
-cosies back again next Monday night.
The Kentucky comes out of the
Tealessee river tonight apd lays
until 5 o'clock Saturday afternoon be-
fore skipping away on her return
trip.
This morning at 8 o'clock Abe
steamer D'ek Fowler gets out •for
Cairo and comes back again tonight.
The Joe Fowler went to Evansville
yeSterdry and comes back again to-
morrow.
- Today's boat in the Evansville
trade is the John' S. Hopkins.
The Buttorff left yesterday far
Nashville and comes back again neat• 'Sunday.
••• he City or-Savannah gets to St.
.71.6*Y and leaves there tomor-
if oon on er return th:si
Terme ee river. '






•--K . otasy for a elodc torun Illt.for a woman torun l'a, iy goods store
Is! 1'14 pre--nres a
goo&selfurser p!zrates than the manwho rizakel the. after-dinner speect?
If, 'as.the.poet says, a room hung
with"pictures is a room hung with




(Continued Fiore Page One.)
Officers Chosen and °`
Scott's Business Taken
Over
FIRM NOW IN CHARGE
RETAIL MERCHANTS ASSOCIA-
TION HELD ANNUAL ELEC-
TION OF OFFICERS, „f
• LASTIEVENING.
\:
Messrs. Y./Miss P. Holt and Lee
Heti, rormed Partner-
' ship . .leal Estate
Business.
Last evening a meeting of the
stock holders for the "Louis-W. Hen-
neherger Co." held a meeting, at
which time there was elected the
iollowingoafficers: Thomas J. Atkins,
p:esident; Jame; U. Sitio Noce prc,i-
dest; Louis W. Henneberger, secie-
tar7 afq treasurer. The directors
rimed were John W. Agnew, Henry
A.. trenateberger, Samuel Leibel,
James U. Sick and Louis ticnne-
btrger. •
The newly organized concern is
the company that bought the retail
eepiettnent of the Scott .Hardware
company, and instead of waiting
until June nth to take oi;er the busi-
ness, assumed charte yester by, and
the retail branch is now being con-
ducted by the purchasers who will
cootinue usina tho firs: and second
floors at the oh' stand, 422-424
looadway, while the top floors will
be utilized by Scott for his whole-
ale business Messrs. Henne:
ger and Sirk have the ac-
the management of the new firm,




The dire B. Harbour,
Fuel W. Nagel, Ell Guthrie, F. N.
Gardner, Jr., and Lee Levy. The
oirectorate meets latter on to select
the association secretary.
Retail Merchants Elect.
At the meeting oi the Retail Mer-
chants Association lasf evening in
their quarterP,Ap South i'ourth
street, the Aogaial, electjon of
officers occurVirartffe"following being
chosen to aeseetabe respective
elace designated: Lawrence S.
Gteaves, president; Richard W.
nt; Witham E.
•





GANCE of style, we can
supply your demand.
I, Our line #.1 the largest in
<!, Prfghtoahi.o Wg have a
leatierifilk a doliar, imit-
able for family use,




Mr, James P. Holt and former
sheric Lee Potter, have formed part-
nership to do a general real estate
business, with offices on South
Fourth stresti,where Caldwell and
Holt have *in doing business. Mr.
R. G. Caldwell and Mr. Holt dis-
solved partneeshipsa.: week ago
State Fartnac's Institute.
Saturday 4ite Mkscracken County
Parolee's Itisett,': "'Will hold a. meet-
ing at theat e ty courthouse at
which tithe they will select a dele-
gat'on to go to Louisville and attendthe meeting to be held there next
Tuesday by the executive committee
of the State Farmer's Institute,
which committee will name the place
and time for holding the trial annual
gathering of the state organization.The Paducah delegation will try and
get the anuiral convention for this
city next year, and it is requestedthat all members and others who areiiiterested, a.tends Saturday's sessionhere.
entertainer now appearing before
American atntiences.
'The following araithe comments of
great men who have heard Mr. Cope:
General Ballington Booth—You
have the right ideas. Presented—in
that manner, your work cannot help
but do good and be good.
General Fita-Hugh Lee—You
fine.
"Fra Elbertus" (Elbert Hubbard)
—Keep on climbing! You will soon
be on top. I hear great praise for
your work.
Fred Emerson Brooks—You can
"Cope" with any audience.
Clara Morris—I want to hear you
again.
Capt. Richmond Pearson Hobson
—Let me congratulate you.
Congressman J. Adam Bede of
Minnesota—I like your fun because
of the serious purpose back of it.
Hon. Champ Clark of Missouri--
Tell any of my stories, for you can
tell them better than 1.
Hon. Leslie M. Shaw—You cer-
tainly know how to tell a good story.
I more than enjoyed you.
Gov. Pennypacker of Pennsylvania
—Next to Bill Nye, Mr. Cope is -the
funniest man I ever heard.
Hazen S. Pingree, ex-governer of
Michigan—Young fellow, you caught
'em coming and going. I enjoyed it.
are
Professor Pletcher:
One of the most beneficial features
3f the chautauqua will be the lectures
delivered by Professor U. G. Fletch-
er upon "Children's Physical Cul-
ture" accompanied by actual work
along this line. He also speaks' on
"Health Culture" His features are
the first upon the programmes each
day.
Wm. Sterling Bettis
"Dicken's Interpreter" will be one
of the unusually attractive drawing
cards during the chatiqua. This
is William SterIMg Battis, than
%%horn none better live in the pres-
ent age, in this line.
There is always a demand for the
best literature properly interpreted.
It is the province of the impersona-
tor to reveal the innermost thoughts
of an author, and to show the char-
acters of that author's creation in
action. Especially is this true where
an author is writing to improve the
conditions of the people, and notdipping his pen in the colors of the
moment. Charles Dickens wrote toimprove the conditions of the peo-ple, and to call attention to the
necessity of reform in many placesthrough the medium of a pleasantstory. He has made every student ofEnglish literature acquainted withmany types of charattert ibestelfs youabout them. Mr. Bettis, amicat Ayes'see them and know e, gig:ing each character alit% 
helve
personal-ity. He has few equals as an inter-preter of Charles Dickess.
Mr.. William Sterling• PBettis is anactor of extended experience, and astudent of fine Wow perceptions,and in the works of Clilvies Dickenshe has a field replete. With interestand instruction. His dramatic re-citals are his own dramatizations, andused by no other platform artist.
Manufactare New Tire.
Mr. William H. Parham, who has
patented the new rubber tire for
antornobiles and vehicles, has formeda partnership with Mr. Finis E. Lack,the singletree man, and they will
manufacture the tires which Ire
known as the "Parham Mechanically
Resilient Auto Wheels and Tires."
Mr. Parham patented the inventionfor this s., v. and yesterday be 
and Mr. Lack sent the necessarypapers and money to Canada, Eng-land. France and Germany, to getpatents in these foreign enunries fortheir make. This will be headquar-ters for the company, hut ,they havenot yet decided where their factorywill be started. Different outsideconcerns willNloabtless make the re-spective pieces for the wheels andtires, and ship them to the firm'sfactory where they will be puttogether. Messrs Parham and Lackhave submitted the invention tomassy experts and they pronounce itone of the best ever seen.
t. w tutiR & co.,
INCORPORATED.





Loato—,one-3-stone Diamond Ringand one Diamond Staid; return to
-Register business office and receive
mileallifr of one hundred dollars. No
questions asked.
Dissolution of Partnership May is.
By mutual agreement the ffrm
known as the Frank Chesterfield
Camber Co., doing a general timber
and lumber business, has this day ;been dissolved. ' The Ben T. Frank,
& Co., takes all interest and will
hereafter operate the business, Will




Four Parties Applying For Increases
to Their Pensions.
Yesterday the federal pension ex-
aminers for this diataies- field their
monthly meeting 'wet Dr. Henry
Duley, one of the members of the'1
board, at his office on Broadway be-
tween Fifth and Sixth streets.
'There were four parties before them!
to be examined, all of them now
drawing pensions for services during
Civil war, but want increases. They
were Ben Martin of this city and
Elmo L. Jones of Puryear, Tenn.,
All K1n4 onumente and Geperal Cemetery Work (Use
green Rive?' Slone
THE BiSt STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental andBuilding purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-cone dark and discolored.
: : • : LET ME TELL 'YOU SORE ABOUT 
John S. Porteous Marble,. Granite
and Stone Works.





white, and Henry. Hill of Maxon'
Mill,-and Boyd Smith of Brookporl, 
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is a "Leader" for the dealer-(The examiners meet the first Wed-nesday of each month, as that date
next month falls on July 4th, which
,is a legal holiday, the board gather's
the preceding July 3rd, to ex-
amine veikuever applicants are be-
fore them.
Louisville Main Adopts Unimak Meth-
od of Assault or Debense.
Lou'sville, June 6—Michael J. Pirr-
man, who had sued Harry J. Ever-
son for $5,coci damages because the
defendant threw pepper in his eyes,
was given a verdict for $too in Judge
Gordon's court yesterday.
The alleged assault was committed
on rourth avenue, near Market street
about a year ago. The two men be-
came involved in a quarrel about Ev-
erson's wife. Pirrrnan said that Ev-
erson made some slurring remark
about his own wife and that he told
him that he was 'a coward to talk
that way. It is charged that the de-
fendant then drew a package of pep-
per from his pocket and dashed it
into his eyes. For the time Pirrman.
thought that he would lose the use
YOUNG MAN DIED
Mr. Calvin Hinton Expired of Ton-
gumption at Sister's Home
in County.
Mr. Calvin Hinton died Tuesday
right of consumption at the resi-
dence of his sister. Mrs. Morton Ad-
cock, out on the Blandville road, sev-
eral miles in the county.
The deceased was thirty years of
pg.( and a popular young man with
many friends here in the city. He
survived by the one brother, Mr.
Ges Hinton, and his sister.
The remains were buried yesterday
a!teencion at Oak Grove cemetery,
following funeral services preached
by Rev. Calvin Thompson of the
First Baptist church.
sRN/TENCE SR.RSIO)(S.
People who take no risks secure no
reforms.
Rites are no more religion than
literature is love.
It's hard eating garlic and cover-
ing your history.
No man has greater poverty than
he whose riches hide him from the
poor.
Heredity is often the coward's at-
tempt to lay on the dead the sins of
today.
Some men think that a pugnacious
disposition provides them with all









ticket $5.00 meals and
berth includetl.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
cf five or over $1.5o each, without
meals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. For
further particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Oen. Pass. Agent,







They alrays rise most steadilywho take fink to lift others.
You can measure your soul by theamount of food it dlemands.
The only safe escape from an un-pleasant duty is by going through it.Occasionally a man rises from
to somethiag worse.
D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T. MILLER, Agent.




We offer a fine selection of dainty books in white bindings, of classicfavorites in leather bindings, of beantiful gift books for girls or boys,
Fenwick's Career, by Mrs. Humphrty Ward.
Lady Baltimore, by Owen Meter.
Cowardice Court; by McCutchen.
Are especially suitable for graduates.
If you do not wish to give books, look over our line of fine Sta-tionary and box papers from 35c to 7 5c.
let wi 1 a • )
°a) 4111urbaur's Book Department
Williams
Will Sell You a Bicycle
On Easy Payments.
REASONS why you should_
Ride a Bicycle:
It is healthy
It is always ready for use
It is a pleasure
It will not get sick or die
It will save you car fare
It will take you home to !tench
It will save you a doctor bill
1IXPICRT REPAIRING.
The "Tribune," "Rambler," "Moat.
arch," "Irnperial4L,epd "Colonial" /44.
cycle. are the best iti,t can be prO.
duced $15 up.
See our stock of Second Hatidi
bicycles.
Cheapest house in. town for Tires, Bella,
member the place.
Pam, Saddles, etc., Ika
. !WILLIAMS BICYCLE COMPANY, I--i—eser-and mit NOT*" Pifth—liteset--Neiet-ter—Kentnebs-latiosteix-
TRADEW TER COAL
IT IS
Coal for wagons at Elevator
West Kentucky
Foot of
Iticorsirated.
a-
BEST
Both Telerphones254.
Coal Co.
